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ΡΗΟΚΛΤΕ NOTICK&.
interested lu either of the Estates
reinafler named :
Probate Court, held at Parts, in and
t ounly of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
.in the year of our Lord one thousand
mumired and four. The following matter
for the a tion thcreu|K>n
g «ce υ presented
'infter indicated. Ut» hereby OUikkkd:
In.
>t notice thereof lie given to all person··
to be
> •1, by causing a copy of this order
li> the <>xserions

ii

Vt

I three weeks successively
Ih-iijih rat. a newsuaper published at South
at a
!' irN. in said ( ouuty, tant they may ap|>ear
( ι-urt to be held at said Paris, on
it·
»
t
third Tuesilay of June, A. l>. 19M, at
t tu the forenoou, and be heart there
nee cause.

they

.1

ii

IKMKNTINK VdMIMW, late of Paris,
ι·\> utor's tinal account presented tor
.i-i
wan· e by Ueorge Clark, executor.
K. URli KKTT, late of Audover,
r-t account presented for allowance
l> \bl>olt. admlul-tralor.

IIKM11
i-e·:

Ulran

deby

1 ionklin m. drew,
if the Prob »te Court for An troscoggln
County, acting In interchange.

-·

A true

I"(·,·

copy—Attest

—

ALBERT I>. PARK.

Regt-ter.

NOT1CK.
hereby gives notice that

subscriber

he

JOHN W HOW Ε. lue of Dlxdehl,
County of Ox tori, dcccaucd, and given
M tue law direct». AU peraons having
ni■;·>
gainst the estate of said deceased are
: r< ! to present the same for settlement, and
ndebted thereto are requested to make pay·
m ut immediately.
ELLIOTT W. How Κ
M*> lTtl.. ltM.
11

Binki-upt's
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t

Discharge,

Petition for
)

matter of
1.\KK HUSTON,

Jin

Bankrupt. J

Bankruptcy.

Hon CLAKf μ Κ Halk, Judge of the Dlsurt of the lulled states for the District
Mali.e
In
the
Mexico.
ΛΚΚ
HUSTON, of
I
In
ty of <>xfor<l, and State of Maine,
IMstnct. respectfully represent», that on
adwas
he
t
.fti! fay of l>e<·.. last past,
duly
tnkrupt un· 1er the Acts of Cougress reto bankruptcy; that he has duly surrenΓ'Ι» property ami rights of property, ami
.implied With all the requirements of
V i* and of the orders of Court touching Ills
l'.iiikrui»tcy \
W
iiefore he prays, that he may be decreed
'■ ihc ourt to have a full discharge from all
i- .rov.il, e against his estate under said
k! i'tcv Acts, except such debts a* are ex
υ·!. ,·.) ·,ν (»w from such discharge.
bated thl» J"th d iy of Mav, A. D 1SU4.
CllAKK HUSTON.
1

:

■

<

OKIIKK UK KOTICE

Bankrupt.
tiidkkux.

District <»k Maine, s*.
··- ilii- >*h
day of May. A. D. lft*4, on read
tb> forvgolngpetltlon," It Is—
< irdered
the
Court, that a hearing It had
by
•u the naine on the 17th day of dune, A. D.
•4,1 birc-oi l Court at Portland. In said Disti' '..at lu o'clock In
the forenoon; and that
tl« e thereof Ik.· published lu The i»xfonl Itemand
»t
new-paper printed In said District,
tint d! known creditor*. and other persons lu
lac*
and
time
ρ
Mere-l, may appear at the «aid
>
ih w cause. If any thev have, why the
ver or .al l petitioner «houfd not be
granted.
*
I it 1-* further Ordered l»v the Court, that the
1
k >liad M-ud by nail to ail known creditor)*
<d said petiilon and this order, addressed
t
m at their places of resideuce as state<l.
witness the Η«·>. CLARKKCK H»lk Judge
■■ft:., aid Court, and the seal thereof, at fort·
>
1. lu -aid 1 "lntrict,on the >th day of May, A.
I> ISM.
U s I
JA M ES Κ. HEWKY, Cl«k.
Λ true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest—ΙΛ MES Κ. IIKWRY. Clerk.

li

■

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

T·. the Hi». t Lut.M K IIalk, Judge of the Dis
trl< t Court of the United States for the District
ot Maine .*
I u the matter of
J
In Bankru|>tcy.
(iKuKUK A. AMISS,

[

)

Bankrupt.

Klikt.K \ AMES, formerly of Brunswick,
I now of Uuuifopi Kalis, In the County of
Oxford, and state of Maine, lu said District, respectfully represents that on the Jth day of Mar.,
't-t past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under
the Acts o? Congress relattng to Bankruptcy ; that
he has duly surrendered all his property and
with
rights of property, and kae fully
a
the requirements of said Acts and of the
orders of ourt touching hie bankruptcy.
W here'ure he prays. That he may lie decreed
I ··· the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
Bankruptcy Acte, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge
luted this Ut day of Jutie. A. l>. lt*>4.
UEOKGΕ A. AMES,
*

compiled

OHItKK OK NOTICE

Bankrupt.
THEREO.1,

District ok Mai.nk, **.
l*n this ttii .lay of Juue, A. D. 19Q4, on readbix tlie foregoing petition, it laOrdered by the Court. That a hearing be had
» ι'<>ii the same on the itth day of June. A. D.
l:«d, l>efore »ald Court at l'orthûid. In said District, at I·) o'clock in the forenoon, and that noil' e thereo be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed lu said District, and
tii.it all known cred.lor-, and other persons In
I Me rest, may appear at the said time and place,
a d show cause. If a»y they have, why the
prayer of «aid petitioner should not be granted
An I It Is further ordered by the Court, Thai
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
Hop» copies of raid petition and thla or, 1er. ad
dre--e«l to «hem at their place· of residence at
state, I.
Wltnens the Hon. Clarkmck IIalk. Judjp
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof, at Port
land. In sal<l District, on the tth day of June
AD. 1SW.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[1. 8.1
A true copy of petition and onier thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY.Clerk.
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C. B. Atkin in Michigan Farmer eavs
kind treatment is always economy in
Agricultural
the care and handling of live stock.
The little attentions, small in themselves, that cost no outlay save the
The Revolution in Canada Fairs.
thoughtfulness of the attendant, go far
The Canadian Fairs art· vigorously towards
maintaining that condition of
set against the *ide show nuisance and
comfort and contentment by which our
The Farmers'
racing ami gambling.
farm animals return the greatest profit
Advocate says:
for food consumed. The careful farmer
exmade
The honest efforts being
by
and feeder understands that every time
hibition managers in this country, in
an animal is needlessly excited or disdeference to public opinion, to raise the
turbed, it costs him money. Whether
standard of our fairs from the moral
the profits are sought from the dairy
aud
make
them
useful
of
to
view,
point
cow. the fattening steer, or working
and helpful to all the people, as well as
horse, the delicate and wonderful maattractive aud entertaining, should be
chinery of the digestive system—through
alike
and
encouraged
supported
loyally
which the roughage of our farms and
by farmers and city people. These fairs more expensive grains must pass, to
were primarily instituted for the benefit
be converted into Hesh and blood—and
of farmers, by fostering improvement of the waste material returned to fertilize
the type and quality of live stock, and of the soil, the nearer that condition of reagricultural products generally. It is pose and contentment can be maintained,
with this view that they are aided by the better will be the returns for food
grants of public money to be expended consumed.
in prizes for the purpose of stimulating
The whip has its proper place only in
competition in the production of the the hands of the person who knows
inbest in all lines of agricultural aud
when to stop using it. It is seldom that
dustrial effort, and dissémination of its use is not misuse. It creates fear
stock
throughout and excitement instead of confidence
high-class, pure-bred
the country.
and contentment in the presence of the
With the institution of special indusmaster, or at the approach of a stranger.
trial exhibitions in large centers came
Good care—but not coddling—plain,
the introduction of extraneous attract- wholesome food and plenty of it, will
ions ami amusements calculated to inbring about that conditiou to promote
of attendants, ami
crease the crowd
rapid
growth and development of form,
which for a time had that effect, though aud
on of flesh, produced at the
laying
at the expense of the usefulness and
cost—aud therefore greatest
lowest
wholesomeness of the exhibition, either
profit, which result is the studied puras au agricultural or an industrial adand
pose of every up-to-date farmer
vantage. Unfortunately, the deleterious feeder.
intlueuce of these innovations was not
confined to the larger shows, but spread
Jerseys and (juernseys.
to the county and township fairs, wellnatives of the two channel
These
uigk spoiling their usefulness by turn islands, whose names they bear, are
ing the attention of the people mainly to
cattle to all intents and purposes,
the race course and circus performances, dairy
and are celebrated for yielding milk unwhile the useful features of the fair
rich iu butter fat. They are
were neglected.
Happily, a proper commonly
wholly distinct breeds, quite as much so
sense of the folly of such a prostitution
as auy other two breeds in the country,
of the purposes of the fair has dawned
and the purity of their blood has for a
Saner
of
the
minds
the
people.
upon
time been carefully guarded by the
counsel has prevailed with fair boards, long
local authorities. The peculiarly rich
aud the programme of the fair is again
milk they yield is a quality made heredion the up grade, the degrading features
by the genial climate of the
having been eliminated from the bill of tary partly
aud partly by the kindly way
fare of the leading exhibitions, and in islands,
have becu treated for generations.
their stead have beeu introduced whole- they
In point of fact, there are no breeds
some and helpful features, which are
elsewhere whose breeding and managenot only interesting and entertaining,
ment for centuries have been more carebut also educative and elevating. As
fully attended to and they are held in
showshould
the
intimated,
before
public
esteem in the United States and
these
of
improvements, high
its appreciation
Cauada. The Jerseys are particularly
to
take
highthe
disposition
encouraging
and pleasing in form and color—
er ground, not only by attending the elegant,
fawn or silver grey. The
fairs and taking the family along, but commonly
less shapeof Guernseys are larger, coarser,
in
the
something
way
preparing
by
and their color is a dull yellow patchexhibits to contribute to the volume of ly,
ed with white.
good things shown.—Maine Farmer.
These two breeds have been maintained in their purity by local acts of
Management of Cows in Holland.
which forbid the importation
Holland has often been called the parliament
of other breeds into the islands.—The
cow's paradise and it well deserves the
London, Eng.
in tho care and kindly treat- Dairy,
uatue.
ment of their cows the Dutch can not be
Care of Farrowing Sows.

surpassed.

turned out to

In Holland the
to
pasture in May, aud do not return
the stable until November. During the
cold, damp days of early spriug they
wear blankets iu the pasture to protect
them from the weather. At milking
time they are not driven to the barn to
be milked, as is the custom in this counto the
try. but instead the milkmaids go
cows wherever they may be in the pasture and carry back the milk, not wishing to give the cows any unnecessary
travel.
From the time they leave the baru in
May until they return in autumn they
I)urreceive no feed other than grass.
aliug the winter the grain feed consists
from
most entirely of oil cake, feeding
The
printwo to four pounds each day.
cipal feed, however, is hay. each cow receiving nearly thirty pounds daily. It
takes the great capacity of these cows
to handle so large a quantity of hay.
The cows are put iu the stable in the
fall, and are not let out again uutil the
following spring. During this time they
an
are given the best of care; scarcely
hour passes day or night that they are
They are
not visited by an atteudant.
watered, fed and milked with the greatand giveu every comfort
est

regularity
possible.
lite

Ull IC II

cows are

one

hue··

9UVVCOQ

...

„„

tine a
decree in establishing so
breed of dairy cattle to the careful selection of their breeding stock. Only a
few of the choicest bulls are kept for
sires, aud the greatest care is also exerId this
cised in selecting females.
white
country nothing but black and
Holsteins are eligible to registry, and
red and whiteare met with only occasionwhite
ally. while in Holland the red aud
of
are numerous and seen in all parts
the country, lu the province of Friesland there are three uieu who are breeding nothing but red and white HolsteinFriesiaus.—Mirror and Farmer.
small

Making Corn Oil.
Oil, said to be superior to linseed oil
for mixing paints, is now extracted from

corn.

Heretofore crude

oil has been

obtaiued by pressure, but the latest
method is to extract it by what is knowu

the solvent process, as employed at
the new corn-oil mill at Decatur, 111.,
the ouly one of its kiud in the country.
The process is simple in theory, but
somewhat complicated in application.
The solvent used is a light oil subject to
evaporation. The oil-bearing portions
of the corn are steeped in the solvent,
which takes up the corn oil. The solof
vent is theu drawn from the bottom
the tank, in which this part of the procThe two oils are sepaess takes place.
rated by distillation. The corn oil is
passed through filter presses to remove
matparticles of starch or other foreign
market.
ter and is then ready for the
The solveut is condensed and carried
back to the storage tank to be used
oil has
again. The cor· from which the is
then
been extracted is steamed, and
The
ready for the market as a feed.
this oil from the
process of separating
corn is similar to that of separating
difference being in
sugar from beets, the
not
the solvent used. The stock feed is
entirely devoid of oil. Knough is left to
make it 1 per cent oil, which it is claimed is a sufficient ratio of oil in a wellbalanced feed. The feed is not in the
linform of a cake as it comes from the
a
seed oil mills, but is in the shape of
dry meal, partly cooked and partly digested.—Country Gentleman.
as

What Farmers Need.
Some of the agricultural writers are
discussing the question, "What farmers
need most." What Sew Kngland farm
ere most need is faith in their business,
aud at it,
a faith that will prompt to up
to an extension of effort, to larger operations, to au investment of surplus meaus
in their owu business instead of consignto be used in
ing it to the savings banks
building up distant cities. There is too
much of the disposition on the farm to
rather than
narrrow down the business
a smaller comexpand it, to draw it into in
the end, to
means
pass, all of which
of a
him who is engaged in it, to be less
in public affairs.
man and less of a factor
too
Xew England country life is living
much on past achievements. The aim
should be to coutinue its growth in
wealth and in production, and go on to
that has
a still higher standard in all
in
made her influential and prosperous
the past.—Maine Farmer.
Make up your mind to have a good
by
garden this year. Prepare the soil
manurdeep ploughing and thoroughseed
best
you
ing, and then plant the
Oou't leave the garden for tb«
can buy.
to care for, bul
women and children
take time to do tbe work yourself
thai
Garden work is tbe most protitable
for a gooc
can be done on the farm,
for a gooc
garden is the foundation
during the summer.—Maim

living
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himself in the deserted
Λν old sailor walked
over to the body of the old
soldier. Many u quaint disi».ue these two old men had he:d in
their brief : c«;vaintance. and upon no
one tiling had ihey been able toagree
except in haired of the English and

I

v

L, I

_*

ψ

■·

TMTWT«TVi -··

qsiet deck became η scene of quick
activity. us (lie men left their tasks
il!: ! sprang Ιυ tlielr appointed stations.
'J'iie long «.·« iî.· of rope were thrown
upon the (Jerk and seized by the groups
oi' seamen detailed for the purpose,
while the ri.-.ging shook under the
quiek stips of the alert topinen springing up the ratlines, swarming over the
tops and laying out on the yards,
without η thought of .the giddy élévation in their intense rivalry each to be

CHAPTER X.

■

«

to

liall

li'L jj

love of their common eounlrj. Ml"
their disputes had been friendly, and if
they hail not loved they had at least
respected each other.x
"I wish 1 had not been so hard on
"
solilo1 really Hked him
the man.
quized the sailor. "Poor Blodgett. al-

Britishers, not f< r to clean brasswork
an* scrape spars an* flemish down an'
holystone decks, which lie won't let
I don't call this
us spit terbacker on.
no figlitin' for liberty, not by a durn

sight."

"Shut up. Bill." replied another.
This
"You've got to obey orders.
yere ain't no old tea wagon, no fishin'

boat, you old aco·» i.ai»..«*r; it's a weseel-o'-war, an' may I never see Nantucket again If the old mail." using a
merchantman's expression, "ain't goin'
to be captain of the old hooker while
Mi' if you call this hard
he's in it.

first.
"The main royal also, Mr. Seymour,"
"I think she
continued the captain.
'Tis a new and good
will bt.tr it.

stick."
"Aye, aye, sir.

most forgotten. as Mr. Talbot says
lie died the right way. though. doing
his dutv. lighting for his country and
Well, he was a
for those he loved.
brave man-for a soldier." he murmured thoughtfully.
Out on the river the little sloop was

and

gr«*wl

work an'

Main topgallant yard

there."
"Sir?"
"Aloft, one of you,
royal as well."
"Aye. aye, sir."

lay «bout
Most of the exhausted
the decks in drunken slumber. Johneon stood moodily by the man at the
His triumph had been temperhelm
ed by Desboitough's interference. Two
or three of the more decent of his followers were discussing the events of

the night.
"Poor Joe!" said one.
"Yes, and Evans and Wldtely. too.
was the reply.
"Aye, three dead, and nobodj hurt
for it." answered the other.
"You forget the old fellow at the

|

loose the

gels

ship.

perfectly

a

to

in this one, an' I tell you
to put her there, if lie
chance. Ain't that so, mates?
man

"Aye, aye. Jack, 'tis true," came a
deep toned chorus of approval.
••Besides." went on the forecastle
orator, "we all know'd wot kind of a
otlicer he is. J'ightin' and prize money

is wot we all want, and here's where
we'll git it you'll see. eh, mates'*"
"Aye. aye: Jack's right. Bill."
"Then blow the dlssypliu', say 1. ΙΊ»
take orders from a man wot ain't
afraid ο' n-jthin'. wot hates the red rag
me
we knows of. wot won't send

captain in reply, addressing Seymour
tone

this kind of dls-

say, you'd
old Badnor.
Curse the British devils!" lie cried,
grinding his heel in the «leek. "I'd
give twenty years of my life to lie
alongside lier in a ship half her sb:e;

order by saying in rapid succession:
"All ready the fore, sir.''
"All ready the main, sir."
"All ready the inizzen, sir."
"Hai.Jsomeiy, now, and all together.
1 want those Frenchmen there to see
how smartly we can do this," said the
in a

at

syplin'—well, all I got
oughter been on the

After η few moments of quick work
speeding rapidly along. Bide as thou the otliceid of the various musts in- yes. even
overtaken.
be
cannot
she
wilt Philip,
dicated their readiness for the next Jon's the
men

audible over the

"Let fall!
Lay in! Sheet home!
Hoist away! Tend the braces there!"'
shouted the tirst lieutenant.
Figlitin'
Amid the creaking of blocks, the where he won't go himself.
Belie's our man.
landing though."
straining of cordage and the lusty and prize money,
-Yes he fought like the devil and
We got
heaving of the men, with the shrill sides, wot's the use o' klckiu'?
came near balking the whole game.
them articles
pipes of the boatswain and his mates to do it: we're bound by
That was a lucky shot you got in. Dathis deep
for an accompaniment, the sheets were of war we signed." continued
vis. after Evans missed and was hit. hauled home on the yards, the yards sea philosopher.
"Now. pass me my
That fellow was a brave man—for a
I'm dry as a cod.
rose on their respective masts, and the can o' grog, Tom.
Britrebel." said the raider.
light sails, the braces being hauled Here's to America, and hang the
In the cabin of the sloop Colonel
sea lawyer,
taut, bellied out In the strong breeze, ish, too," continued this
Wilton was sitting on one of the lockof apadding materially to the speed of the ■drinking his toast amid shouts
ere his arm around Katharine, who
proval from the men.
ship.
was leaning against him weeping, lier
Left to himself. Seymour, after the
"Lay down from aloft!" cried the
Desborough lieutenant when all was over.
hands before her face.
men had received their grog and other
was standing respectfully In front of ι
"Aye, that will do," remarked the necessary duties had been attended to,
them.
"We go better already. Iam turned the deck over to Lieutenant
Λ
captain.
"And you say lie made a good tight.»
was with
most anxious to get clear of the capes Walllngford, whose watch it
asked the colonel sadly.
Call the men aft Philip Wilton, and, descending the
before nightfall.
"Splendid, sir. We stole up to the and request the officers to come up to poop deck ladder, disappeared through
Put the sows in their respective pens
with muffled oars, wishing
the
two or three weeks before farrowing, boathouse
the quarter deck. I wish to speak to the same door which had received
before he knew
so they may get accustomed to their to give no warning, and
two officers into tho cabin.
them."
If possible, be in at- ; It half of ub were^n the wharf. He
surroundings.
Three weeks had elapsed since the
"Aye, aye, sir. Mr. Wilton," said the
tendance when the critical hour arrives, challenged.· we made a rush. He shot |
raid upon the Wilton place, and the
to a young midturning
oflicer,
young
Stock.
in
Blooded
the tirst mau in the breast and brained
says C. G. Lawson
on the lee side of scene had shifted from Virginia to the
If they-have been treated right you can the next with his clubbed musket, shipman standing
which
the deck, "step below and ask the of- sea, or rather to the great bay
be of great service. Every pig saved
whlle.
the Delashouting words of warning
ficers there and those forward to gives entrance to it from
and started in life successfully is so
come on deck.
Bentley," he called to ware river. It was a clear, cold day in
much cash saved, for that is what the
......1.· ...Iff nf* Γ Ιι>ι·ιιιιιΙιμΓ
mill tliu
"call all hands aft."
sows have been kept for these last four
boatswain,
the
ηnd then lie fell, never making another
hud
Continental
Hanger
«hip
American
months.
sir."
"Ave aye.
for Johnson's
After farrowing is over give no feed Bound. But
Again thr shrill whistling of the pipes just left fier moorings off Philadelphia,
tl
to
load
boat
second
a
tones
for about twelve hours. Then provide In sending
was heard, followed by the deep
with order» to proceed to English wawater into which mix a upper landing to get to the back of of Kent
some tepid
ley. which rolled and tumbled ters, stopping at Brest to receive the
is
have
food
escaped
little mill feed. No solid
really the house you might
the us- orders of the commissioners in Paris,
along the decks of the ship in
necessary for twenty-four hours. Begin with the warning and the delay he ual
drawn, monotonous cry which and thou, in case no better ship could
long
for
and
do
not
feed
strongly
gradually
He was a brave man and
caused.
be heard above the roar of the be found, to ravage the English chanabout two weeks. This is to avoid giving died like a soldier," continued the could
the nel and const as u warning that like
or the rush of the water or
wind
of
How
a
scours
milk,
the pigs
by large
the
voung man softly.
on
straining of the timbers, from
processes on the part of England
as they will always lose when scouring.
"He saved my life at Cartagena, and truck to the keelson. "All hands lay our own shores should nor go unpunAfter the pigs are two weeks old the
he
there
fever
the
When I caught
sows should be fed strongly with mid»ft, to the quarter deck."
ished.
his own.
The captain, standing upon the poop
dlings and some corn if desired. Pro- nursed me at the risk of
John Paul Jones, who had already
vide a side-pen for the pigs and let was faithfulness itself. He died as ht deck, was not at first glance a particugiven evidence, not only of that desperthem learn to eat some shelled corn.
would have liked to die. with bis face larly imposing ligure. He was small ate
courage and unyielding tenacity
One thing to be remembered with to the enemy. 1 loved him in a «ay
in stature, scarcely five and a half feet which had marked him us among the
ne
or fattening is
«.
unuerstanu.
can
hogs kept for
hamty
you
high at best, with his natural height most notable of sea ο Ulcers the world
to keep a supply of charcoal at hand to
l„
wltll
a brave man. my poor old friend.
has seen—lackiug nothing but opporwhich the hogs can have access at all
the
drivebeside
bench
rustic
On the
the
of
η
bonding
sailors,
slight
l»y
times.
tunity to have equaled, If not surlittle
a
wav overlooking the river «at
back mid stooping of the shoulders; passed, u Nelson—but of consummate
woman, older by ten years In the two
Hay Ration for a Horse.
yet he possessed u well knit, vigorous seamanship and great executive ability
since
Prof. Kennedy replies to a corre- hours which had elapsed
•Hid not ungraceful figure, whose cure- as well, had been appoiuted to comknotifient of the Drovers' Journal who had looked after the disappearing ngure or
less poise and the ease with which he mand the ship.
Before proceeding on
or
clover
of
a
ton
sou.
lier
asked how long
good
hialntaiued liis petition, with his the mission, however, an important ununder
a
horse
feed
would
timothy hay
hands clasped behind his back. In spite dertaking had been allotted to him.
ordinary circumstances.
the gravel rouil ami recoguized Colorather heavy roll and pitch of The commissioners had sent word
'Our correspondent can very easily ui'l Wilton's carriage ami horses com- of the
the ship in ili(. very strong breeze, in- from France, by η fust sailing armed
tigure out just how long a toil of hay
tin* Liill. There were lier own
dicated long familiarity with the sea.
will feed a horse, providing he has the ing up
packet, of the uear departure of a
two bwses following after, but neither
The otliccrs. gathered in a little knot transport from England called the Melweight of the animal, llorses of differson. What coulil
ber
was
riders
of
tli«·
of
deck.
eut sizes require different amounts
on the lee side of the quarter
iisli, laden with 'J.UOO muskets, twenty
in alarm.
hay. As a general rule most men feed have happened? She rose
se\eial niidsiiipuieu among them, were tleldpieces, powder and other munilier.
near
A
horse
horses.
their
The carriage stopped
too much hay to
worthy of the crew and the command- tions of war and 10,(KM) suits of winter
•'What, mother! Are you still here?" er.
weighing 1,200 pounds should not have
clothes destined for the army that was
one
thus
and
over 12 to IS pounds per day,
sakl Hilary, opening the door
said the captain. In a clear, assembling at iiuiil'ux and Quebec for
"Men,"
about
animal
tou would feed such an
stepping out, his voice cold and sîeru. firm voice, removing his cocked hat the iuvasiou of the colonies by way of
A horse weighing
100 to 1G5 days.
"Yea, my son. What has happened?"
Lake
have
not
should
to
1,500
l.tiOO pounds
thick black hair, tied in a the St. Lawrence river and
"Iqmmore's men have raided the from his
over 15 or 10 pounds per day, thus it is
Chumplaln.
cue and entirely devoid of powder,
faher
and
Wilton place. Katharine
the
very easy to tigure out the length of
Congress had transmitted the letter
Hint us lie looked down at them from
time a ton would feed an animal of this ther have beeu carried away by
break of the poop with hi* piercing from France to Cuptuln Jones with dibrute Johnson, who commanded the
size.
"we are bound for Enirrections that he endeavor to Intercept
"Mixed hay, such as timothy and party. Seymour has been wounded in black eyes,
und capture this transport. The desticlover, providing it was cut at the proper defending Katharine. 1 have brought lish waters"—
Hurrah.' Hurrah!" cried man}* voices tution of the American army ut this
season and thoroughly cured, should
him here. This is the way," he went
Timothy is on fiercely, "his majesty the king from the crew impetuously.
period of the war was frightful. Degive very good results.
arms,
provisions,
show the new Hug for the void of clothes,
"We
will
preferred to clover for feeding to driving
of
war on his beloved subjects
horses, due to the fact that it is con- wages
first time on the high seas," he con
powder—everything, in fact, which la
Virginia."
On
the
sidered to be more substantial.
and pointing apparently vitnl to the existence of an
'·
sword shall per- tinned, visibly pleased,
•They that take the
other hand, clover hay is preferable for
"
the stars and stripes, which army; continually beaten, menaced by
she quoted, with proudly to
sword.'
the
with
horses."
ish
fattening
his own hand had lirst hoisted, liutter- a confident, well equipped anil disciequal resolution.
ing
gayly out at the peuk, "and 1 trust plined enemy in overwhelming force,
he
too,"
Is
killed,
of
"And Itlodgett
A Small Flock
Sheep.
we may strike a blow or two which and before whom they had beeu habitA contributor to the American Agri- added.
will cause it. aud us. to be long re- ually retreuting, they were only held
"What else have those who rebel
culturist relates his experience as fol\\ bile you are under uiy together by the iudomltuble will and
membered.
lows:
against their rightful monarch a right
shall
1
expect from you prompt, heroic resolution of one man, George
orders
I keep a few sheep with the dairy, for to expectV" she replied, "le Mr. Seyunquestioned compliance with my eom Washington. The fortunes of the
i think they require so little attention. mour seriously wounded?"
mands, or those of my officers, and a colonies were never ut a lower ebb
My sheep are housed only during bad
"No. madam," auswered that young
than at that moment, and there was
submission to the hard disci
storms until the lambs begin to drop,
ready
me
fear
1
"but
man from the carriage,
and I seldom have a weak lamb. Last
of a ship of war, to which most apparently nothing further to look forpllne
viscause makes me tin unwelcome
year my six ewes dropped 11 lambs and my
of you, I suspect, are unfamiliar, un- ward to but a continuation of the disThe
raised them all. 1 sold them in August itor."
less you have learned it iu that bitter integration until the end came.
at live cents per pound alive, and they
"Nay; not so, sir. No wounded help- school, a British ship. You will learn,
meager resources of the lax confederever
can
assistance
1050
bringing
man
pounds,
lesa
craving
weighed just
while principles of equality acy were already strained to the ut$52.50. The ewes sheared 49 pounds of be uuwelcome : t my—at the home of however,
laden
are very well In civil lif« they have most, and the capture of a ship
for
cents
sold
17
which
How
per
pound,
his
creed.
wool,
the Ta I bots, whatever
no place in the naval service. Subordi- as tills one was reported to be would
from
of
a
total
or
$00.83
SS.33,
uetting
died Itlodgett, did you say, Hilary?"
nation is the word here; this is not a be of Incalculable service. Clothes and
six ewes. A single lamb generally will
"Fighting for his master Ht the foot
bo larger than a twin, but my heaviest
trading vessel, but a ship of war, and shoes to cover the nakedness? of the
shot by those ruffians."
lamb weighed 115 pounds, and his twin of the path,
I intend to be impllclty obeyed." he soldiery and protect them from the inthe
of
enemies
all
l>e
to
it
"So
may
Much depends on the
111 poutids.
continued sternly, lookiug even more clemency of the winter, now fast aphe
all
after
"but
king." she replied,
ewes as a milker, as to size of lambs.
fiercely at them. "Nevertheless," he proaching. and arms to put In their
1 branched out the past winter and was a brave man. 'Tie a pity he fell
somewhat relaxing his set fea- hands, by means of which they could
added,
and
bought a registered Shropshire ewe,
in so poor a cause."
tures, "although we be not a peaceful assume the offensive and attack the
solshe dropped a pair of fine ewe lambs.
old
And that was thy epitaph,
and intend enemy, or at least defend themselves
1
My sheep all dropped lambs except one, dier; that thy requiem, honest Blodg- merchantman, yet expect
to do u little trading with the ships of
withiu a week, and four pairs of twins
ett—from friend and foe alike—"He
the enemy, and in any prizes which
and two sets of triplets is the record,
a brave man!"
aud all strong,
healthy lambs. My was
we may capture you know you will all
sheep are about as tame as a house cat.
have a Just. uay. a liberal, share. It
XI.
CHAPTER
must not be lost eight of, however,
0Γ would better spread η lit- that the first business of this ship, as
It isn't fair to give a Boston girl
tle more canvas. Mr. Sey- of
away, possibly, but truth will out, even
every other ship of war of our
le · Common Spring Trouble.
1 think we shall do
in a newspaper. Boston has one among
i; our.
country, is to fight the ships of the
its countless pretty girls who was in
the
better under
topgallant enemy of equal, or of not too great,
It's a sign that the blood is deficient
the country lately, and one day she hap- sails. We have no time to lose."
a one, as in vitality, just as pimples and other
such
we
find
Should
force.
expened out towards the cow lot about
"Aye. aye. sir." replied the young
In the English channel,
eruption· are eigne that the blood
milking time and was asking the man ecutive officer, and then, lifting the le most likely,
we must remember that the honor and
several questions.
if impure.
his lips, be called out with
gloiy of our fiag are above prize
"Why don't you milk that cow?" trumpet tu
and loose
aloft
It'· a warning, too, which only the
voice:
"I.ay
an
a
in
to
one
she asked, pointing
adjoinpowerful
money."
the
Man
sails!
topgal
t<
fail to heed.
the
Paul
lot.
hazardous
John
pgallant
"Three cheers for Captain
ing
"Because she's dry, Miss."
hint sheets :.nd halyards!"
Jones! cried one of the seamen, leap"Dry?"
The crew, l.oth watches being on ing on a gun and waving his hat. They
"Yes, Mise. She's been dry for two deck, were busy with the various duwere given with a mighty rush from
weeks."
ties rendered necessary by the depar- nearly two hundred lusty throats, the
"You cruel wretch," she exclaimed;
oourture of a ship upon a long cruise, and
«bip being heavily overmanned for fu Remove it, gire new life, new
"why don't you give her some water?"
here and there with the •tire emergencies.
and animation.
and the man turned his face to the cow w ere occupied
strength
ege,
to be done
"That will do, men." said the cap.
house and shook with emotions that different details of work
They cleanse the blood and clear the
he could not suppress.—Maine Parmer. when a ship gets under way. S:»ine of
Jiln, smiling darkly. "Remember that
.lei::. their ta^ks accomplished for the * willing crew makes a happy cruise. complexion.
on the fore
Mr. •eymour. have the boatswain pipe
Accept no substitute.
The season for apple exports is now moment, were standing
MI felt tired ell tbe time end ooold not
substantially at an end. AU records ensile or pccriug through the""fcun *H bands to grog, then set your
have been broken. The total exports ports, gazing at the city, with the tall
natches. Mr. Talbot," he added, turn- sleep. After taking Hood's Barsaparllla
tired
for the year to date have been 3,466,893 spire of Christ church and the more
ing to the young officer in the familiar a while I could ileep well and tbe
barrels and over one million barrel» substantial elevation of the building
bas
Miff anil blue of the Continent;!] nrniy, feeling bed gone. This great medicine
New York leads even then beginning to be knowu as
more than a year ago.
C. M.
Mas.
in!erc.,!cd
scrofala."
an
me
of
side,
his
cured
stood
also
»vho
by
this year with 1,104,919 barrels. MonIndependence ball rising in the back- ipectator to all that had occurred, Boor, Qllead, Oonn.
treal follows next with 728,132 barrels
the shipping and over
beyond
ground
'will you do nie the honor of taking
and Boston third with 671,461 barrels,
Mood'· «araaparilla prom la·· to
were so
« glass of wine with me In the cabin? mm· and keep· the pwmlfs.
Portland has shipped 356,028 barrels.— the other buildings which they
rapidly leaving. In an Instant the I should be glad If you would Jola us
Maine Farmer.

"je

^thought

He|

breeding

'was

—what more could tliey desire!
The desperate nature of the situation. the dire need of just such additions to the equipment of the army,
had been plainly communicated to Captain Jones. and lie was resolved to effect the capture If it were humanly
possible. The matter had also been
reported to Geueral Washington, and
such was his opinion of the necessity
of a prompt distribution and a speedy
forwarding of the supplies, if they
could be secured by the blessing of
Providence, r.nd so little was his faith

ΕΑΝ WllILE interesting conversation;) were going on forward, of which this is a sample:
in the inefficient commissariat, which,
"I'm blest if I like this orderin* busimoreover, had to endeavor to keep the
ness." said one grir'.x'od seaman. "They
balance between different colonies aud
said he was laird on orders, but what
different bodies of troops, more or le«
I shipped f"r wi s prl::e money an* a
coherent, that he had detailed
ll«-k
at
them
to
a
chance
bloody loosely
get
officers to accom-

Author of "The Grip of Honor." "The Southerners,'
"Sir Henry Morjtn. Uuccaneer," "A
Doctor of Philosophy," Etc.
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also. Mr. Seymour, after the watch
has been called, and you can leave tho
Let Mr. Walllngford have the
dock.
watch; he Is familiar with the bay.
Tell liliu to take in the" royal and tke
fore and mlzzeu topgallant sails If it
blows heavily." he continued, after a
pause, and then, bowing, he left the
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of his own staff
pany the ship, with explicit instructions as to the exact distribution and
the prompt forwarding which the
needs of the troops rendered necessary when the captured ship should
reach port, which would probably bo

one

"Ah. that's veil; he know* the channel like η pilot. Sit down, man."
How do you
"Iliank you. captain.
like your first experience on a ship-ofwar, Talbot?"
"Very much, indend," answered the
young officer, "and If we shall only
•uccced in capturing the transport I
■hall like it much better."
"Well, gentlemen." «aid Captain
Jones, "1 will give you a toast. Here's

successful cruise, many prizes,
good chances at the enemy, and, of
course, first of all, the capture of the
transport, though that will deprive me
of the pleasure of jour society. I intend to bear away to the northeast
immediately we pas» the capes, and I
.omit upon striking the transport
to a

Boston, though circumstances might
render It advisable to take the longer
journey to Philadelphia. The officer
to whom this duty had been allotted
was Talbot, of whose capacity and en-

:ble from the deck.
"On deck, there!"
"Aye, aye! What Is it?"
"1 can make out live ships, ami two
brigs, and a schooner, and some other
sails Juki rising, all close hauled o·
the port tack. I think there are more
We
of them, sir. l ut I cau't say yet.
are rapidly drawing on them and shall
he able to make them out in η minute.
I think it is a convoy or a fleet."

Jones' iron discipline was already apparent in the absence of confusion
and in the cleanness and order of the
ship. The vessel had been very popular with the good people of Philadelphia, lier commander and officers likewise, many of the latter, like Seymour, being natives of the town, and
a constant stream of visitors had inspected her at all permitted hours.
The presence of these visitors, of
course, including many ladles, coupled
with an Inherent vanity and love of
the part of the
captain—and. to do him justice, his appreciation of the necessity for order
to
h i in
neatness—had caused
and
maintain his ship in the handsomest
possible trim, and he had not scrupled
to employ his private fortune to beau-

tlnery and neatness

on

the vessel in many small ways,
the details ot' which would have es
caped any eye but that of a seaman,
though the general results were ap-

tify

parent.

That
general appearance which
should always distinguish a trim and
well ordered vessel of war from the
clumsy and disorderly trader was due
The crew,
entirely to his efforts.
as we have seen, had chafed under the
unusual restraints of this stern disciwere unable, as, Inbut

they

pline.

deed in the last resort they would
have been unwilling, to oppose It.
Some of the older men. too. and some
of those who had sailed with Jones
ι..

i.i..

niHA.iilt· /«ι

mniiu

"That will do, Mr. Wallingford. Lay
down on deck. sir. Give the glass to
the man on the royal yard, though, before you come. Who is he?"
"It is me, sir—Jack Thompson."
"Keep a bright lookout then. Thompson, and if yon's an enemy's fleet or
convoy it means a glass of grog and a
guinea for you when your watch 1·

topgallant

who had fathomed the qualifications
of the ship, had been reduced to eighteen. four long twelves and the rest six
pounders and smaller, with one long
eighteen forward. She had been some
days in commission, ami the effect of

ornitittu

held out

the hope of large prize money, and.
what was better with many of them,
If
the chance of a blow at the enemy.
like
any of her «-miners of anything
to
equal force appeared—a chance sure
waters
come about In the frequented

of the English channel.
The crew of an American man-ofwar at that period, at least the native
portion of It. always In overwhelming
majority, was of much higher class
than the general run of seafaring men.
sevAmong those in the Hanger were
eral who had been mates of mcrchautmen—Bentley again among the number—men of some education and able
to serve their country as officer» with

credit, had the navy been increased as
it should have been, and whose subordinate positions only indicated their
The low and deintense patriotism.
graded element which sometimes is
such a source of mischief and disaster
crews was conspicuous by its
In
ships'

The reputation of Captain
absence.
Jones as a disciplinarian was very well
known among sailors generally, and
only his reputation as a lighter and a
successful prize taker would have enabled hiui to assemble the remarkable
crew to which he had spoken and

which was to back him up so gallantly
in many desperate undertakings and
wonderful sea tights of lliis and his
succeeding phenomenal cruise.
Seymour had rapidly recovered from
his wounds under Madam Talbot's
careful nursing and ministrations, and
when his orders reached him he had

been ready, accompanied bv Philip
Wilton and Bentley, to Join his ship
ut once.
He still carried the blood stained
handkerchief, and many and many a
time had laid It. with its initials, "K.
W.," embroidered by her own hand,
his only
upon his Hps. This was not
treasure, however. In a wallet in the

breast pocket of his coat he carried
and treasured a letter, only the veriest
lines
scrap of paper, with these few
hastily written upon it:
We are to
These by a friendly hand.
accompnny L.oril Dunmore to England
next week an prisoners In the ship RadHoth well, but very unhappy. I love
nor.
ΚΑΤΗΛΚΙΝΕ.
you.

This note had been brought to him,
the day before his departure from
Falrvlew Hall, by one of the slaves
from the Wilton place, who had In
turn received It from a stranger who
had handed it to 1dm with the orders
that It be given to Lieutenant Seymour if lie were within the neighborhood; if not, it was to be destroyed.
There was no address on the outside

of the let 1er, wl.ieh. indeed, was only
a soiled and lorn bit of paper, and unsealed.
Seymour had hlthertrf communicated this uews to no one, and
was hesitating whether or no to tell
Talbot, who hnd that day Joined the

«hip.
Seymour found Talbot and the capfain together, when, after giving his
name to the negro boy. Joe. who waited in attendance, for Captain Jones
was one of the most punctilious of

he was ushered into the captain's cabin.
"Come in, Seymour," said the captain genially, laying aside the formal
address of the quarter deck. "Joe, a
glass of wine for Mr. Seymour. Ha·
men,

the watch been set?"
"Yes, sir. nnd Lieutenant WalUnfford has the deck."

tl%* crosstrees and
of\hem, sir," said

se»· what you
the captain.
"Very good, sir," repliai the lieutenant, springing into the main rigging
Hud rapidly ascending to the cross·
trees, glast^in hand.
"Gentlemen, we will have a nearer
look at thaee gentry," continued the
captain, glancing back at the officers,
who had all come up from below,

go up
make

the men, equally interested,
crowding on the forecastle and
gazing cagiMly in the direction of ths
reported sails, which were not yet vis-

their military association only confirming his previous opinion. It was understood that Seymour, who was .loues'
flrst lieutenant aud would shortly be
promoted to a captaincy, would- bring
back the transport if they were lucky
enough to capture it. In case they
were unsuccessful Talbot was to report himself to the commissioners at
Paris as military "secretary until further orders, and Seymour was to command the Uanger when Jones should
get a better ship in Prance.
The Ranger was a small sloop of
war, a corvet of perhaps WO tons,
raised poop and a

few moments the lookout once more
1}ailed the deck:
"I can make her out now, sir."
"What is it?"
"A ship, sir-aye, and there is anothI can't
er one with her, and a third.
The llrwt one
tell what she is, sir.
looks like a large ship."
"Mr. Wallingford. take the glass and

while

General
Washington already
thought highly, the three weeks of

forecastle, built at Portsmouth. X. H.;
a
new slilp and one of the flrst of
those built especially for naval purShe was originally intended
poses.
for twenty-six guns, but the auniber.
through the wisdom of her captain,

truces, rise tacks unci sheets."
The speed of the ship going free was
Materially increased at ouce, and iu α

were

ergy

with a

I·*' s;· id. luruiug to the otflof the deck, "lot her go off a cou"
ple of points
"Aye, aye, sir. I'p witli the helm,
quartermaster, round in the weather

Bimpsou,"

o-r

over."

"Thankee, sir!" cried the delighted

"i will vive (/ou

»i

seaman.

tiHitit.''

somewhere off Halifax. If we should
succeed in rupturing lier I am of the
opinion, if her cargo proves as valuable as reported, that my best course
would be to convoy her to one of our
portK. or at least no fur upon her way
as to insure her safe arrival. The carlost
go would be too important to be
or
recaptured under any circumstances," he continued meditatively
"Well, I think I would better go on
deck for the present. You will excuse
You will
me, Mr. Talbot, I am sure.
both dine with me tonight. Seymour,
a word with you," he continued, opening the door and goiug out, followed
by his executive υ Ulcer.

CHATTER XIII.

IX days out from the capes oi
Delaware bay, and the Hunger was cruising between
Halifax and Boston, about
If
100 leagues eHst of Cape Subie.
η
there be truth In the maxim that
is never tit tor action uulil she

ship

has been a week at sea. the Ranger
might be considered as ready for any
had thor
emergency now. The crew
and
oughly learned their stations; they
the officers had become acquainted
with each other; the possibilities of
the ship in different weather and on
various points of sailing had be«*u ascertained. The drill at quarters twice

dally and the regular target practice
with great guns and the exercises with
small arms hud materially developed

the offensive and defensive possibilities of the ship.
The already warm friendship between
Seymour and Talbot, now thrown into
close association by the necessary conhiKMucut of a small ship, had grown
Into an intimacy, an.I they held many
discussions concerning their absent
friends in the long hours of the uighl
Talbot had learned through
that
common rumor before they sailed
Colonel Wilton would probably l>e sent
to Hngland with Lord Dunuiorc, whos<
retirement under the vigorous pollcj
pursued by the Virginians under the
of Patrick Henry, who had

watches.

leadership

been elected governor, was inevitable,
and he did not doubt bin that Katharine would accompany her father. lie
had never told Seymour of the plans
which had involved the destinies oi'
Katharine ami himself, and something

"Mr. Wallingford, could you make
anj thing out of the si»· of the ships?"
"One of them I should say was a
large ship, a frigate or ship of the line
possibly. The others were too far off."

"It can't be a fleet." replied Captain
"There are not so many of
Jones.
the enemy's ship» together in these
waters, If we are correctly informed.
I suspect it must be a lot of merchantmen and transports convoyed by two
Now is our opor three men-of-war.
portunity. gentlemen," he continued,
his eyes sp. kliug with delight. "They
are apparently beating in for Halifax,
ami probably the Mellish. our transWe will
port. will he among them.
pay them a visit tonight in any.event
1 wouldn't let them pass by without a
bow or two if they were a fleet of two

deckers."

Apparently this reckl >*s bravado entirely suited the ship's company, for

one

who had

of the men

heard

the

captain's »p«e«-b called for
three cheers, which were given with a

doughty
will.

"Aye, that's a flue, hearty crew and
full of tight, fall on all hands. .Mr.

Simpson."

This was more or less

order, since every

man

a

perfuuetory

from the jack-

of-the-dust to the captain whs already
ou deck.
"Mr. Seymour," said Jones to the
first lieutenant, who had taken the
"we
trumpet at the call of all hands,
must dress for the ball, and our best
disguise l'or the present will be that of
I don't suppose that
u merchantman.
the
imagine that we have a

English

ship afloat in these waters, and possibly they cau't see us against this cloud
bank in this twilight, as we can see
theui against the setting suu; but we
will be on the safe side for the few
1 hey
of daylight left us.
so
may be looking at us over there,
moments

we

will

the

hoist

English flag at

nearlng them
little too rapidly, better brail up the
fore and main sails and take In the
royals and the fore and tuizzen topgallant Mi lu for tin* present and slack « »ff
the running gear. Theu beat to quartern and have the guus niu In and double allotted, cloue the purl* and have
the arum distributed: clear the fore
castle, too, except of two or three men,
and hid everybody observe the strictest
quiet, especially when we get in among
the convoy," he continued rapidly.
"You can see them now from the
once,

and.

as

are

we

a

had restrained him from mentioning
either his Uop< s or his affection for.
deck, sir." said Lieutenant Simpson,
her. though time and absence had but
handing the class to the captain.
the
was
intensified his passion until it
so
can, but not well.

consuming idea of his soul.
This reserve was matched by a similar reticence on the part of Seymour,
who had saitl nothing of the note lie
had received and had not communicated the news of his own successful suit

Seymour
his unsuspecting rival.
« (
had a much clearer apprehension
the situation than Talbot and, intrenched in Katharine's confession, could en(lure it without disquiet, magnanimously uay 1 uk nothing which could disturb
Ids less favored rival.
Tlie situation, however, was clearly
an
imposslnïe one, and that thci*
to

would be a sudden break in the friendtrue
ship, when Talbot found out the

state of affn'.rs. he «lid nut doubt. This
was a grief to hiui, for he really iik«d
the young man and would gladly have
spared his friend any pain if it were
possible. However, Since there wi.s
wm»
only one Kate in the world, and she
his. he saw no way uut of the dlttieulty
and cuuid only allow Talbot to drift

along blindly in his fool's paradise

uu-

Both the
were favorites with Capineu
young
tain Jones, and be treated them in a
that he
very different manner from
usually assumed to his subordinate·,
for Jones was a man to be respected
and feared rather than loved.
Late In the afternoou, the ship being
under all plain saii on the port tack,
heading due west, the voice of the
lookout on the main royal yard floated
down to the deck iu that hail which is
tll his eyes were

opened.

always thrilling nt seu aud
bly so In this instance:
"Sail, ho!"

was

dou-

Motioning to the officer of the deck,
Jones himsi-'lf replied lu his powerful
voice:
"VVh »re m way?"
"Broad off the lee beam, sir."
"Can you make her out?"

"No, sir; not yet."
"Well, ke<-p your eye lifting, aiy
tuan,

and sing out when you do.

Mr,
*

———

Disease takes

vacation.
If you

strength

no summer

need flesh and
use

i Scott's Emulsion
summer as

in winter.

Send (or free sample.
scorr 4 BOW NE, Chemist·,
New York.
Pearl Street,
50c. and fi.00; all druggists^
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you
"Aye.
Main royal there, can you make them

any better?"
"Yes, sir. There's eighteen sail of

out

them: one Is a frigate and one look·
like a sloop of war, air. The rest Is
merchantmen, some of 'em armed."
"Very good. Have they s«*en um yet?"
"l'on t appear to take no notice on us

far. sir."
'·<Jome down from aloft theu aud get
We won't
your grog and guinea, Jack.
need you up there any more. It Is getting too dark to see anything there
Heat to quarters, Mr. Seyanyway.
mour.
Ah, there go the lights lu the
so

convoy!"

For the next few moments the decks

presented a scene of wild confusion,
wlih h gradually settled down into an

orderly quiet, the various directions of
the captain were promptly carried out

nud the ship was speedily prepared for
the conflict, though outwardly she had
lost her warlike ap|»earance and now
neeiiibled a peaceful trader.
While the Hanger had been slowly
drawing nearer to the sluggish th*et of
and their ι-onvoy the

merchantmen
early twilight of the late

season

faded

away and noon gave place to darkness.
The night was cloudy, the sky being
much overcast, and there was no
well for ti e
moon, all of which was

present purpose.
The men thoroughly uppieclated the
hazardous nature of this advance upon
the unsuspecting fleet, protected by
either of
two heavy vessels of war,

which was probably much stronger
than their own ship, b'it the very auafdacity and boldness with which the
fair was being carried out thoroughly

Suited the daring

crew.

Most of theis had stripped to the
waist in aiitielpatlon of the coming
the
conflict, for they felt confident that
fleet would not escape without a batclustle, and during the uext hour they

tered about the guus, quietly whisperlug among themselves and eagerly
Tb·
waiting the event· of the night.
to affect evnervous strain appeared

erybody except

the

imperturbable

cap-

unbrotain, but the deep silence was
from
ken save by low voiced commands

been
the first lieutenant. All sail bad
thormade a« soon as it bad become
oughly dark, the yards properly braced
aud the gun* run out again.

ooimnxwk]
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Xiiraery Advice.

Shut your mouth
And op«ii your eyae
And othur people
Will think you wise.

-Lift.
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Pint Baptiat Church, Bar. H. H. BUhop,
Paator. Preaching every Sunday at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at l? M. Y. P. 8.C. Κ. Sunday
ATWOOD A FORBES, afternoon at 3. Sabbath Evening Service at 7 30
r. M.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Τ Λ). {Covenant Meeting the last rrlrtay before
Editor· ud PrvprMan.
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30 P. M. All
not otherwlae connected are cordially Invited.
geokux M. Atwood.
A. E. Coram.
Universalis Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Paator.
Preaching service every.Sunday at 11 a. u.
School at 13 M.
Sunday
Tuuu
#1 JM> a year If paid strictly In advance.
«Kherwlse t-.OU a year. Single copie· 4 cents.
Mr. and Mrs. William Jones of NewAuTurrMKMKMTS:
AU legal advertisements tonville, Mass., are at Mm. J. C. Cum·
are given three consectlve Insertion· for 91.30
for the summer. Mrs. Hutchinper inch In length of column. Special contract» uiings'
made with local, transient anil yearly advertl* son of Canton is also there for a few
—

era.

Job Ρκηττιχο —Sew type, fast presses, steam
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

June 14.—Oxford Poiuoua Grange. Albany.
June 14— Democratic ^tate convention, Portland
June 14, 16.— Oxford Association of I'nlventallste, Bethel.
June
Republican state gubernatorial con-

vention, Bangor.
July I.- Republican county convention, South
rarls.

State

Republican

Convention
WILL

BK HELD

IX

The Auditorium,

Baagor.

Wed., June

29,

'04

o'clock, r. m.
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor to be supported at the September
Election, and for the transaction of such other
busings* as may properly come before It.
The basis of representation will be as follows: Kaoh City, Town and Plantation will be
entitled to one delegate; and for each 75 votes
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor
an additional delegate; and fora fraction
In
—

ax

1 3o

—

of 4» vote* In excess of 74 vote* a further audi
Vacancies In the delegation of
tlonal delegate
any Cltv, Town or Plantation can only be tilled
by resident.·· of the County In wblch "the vacancies exist
The State Committee will be In session In the
reception room of the Hall at 12.30 o'clock P. M
on the day of the Convention, for the purpose of
recelvlng'the credential of delegates Delegates,
In order to be eligible to participate In the Convention, must U· elected subsequent to the date
of the call for this Convention
All electors ο» Maine, without regard to past
political affiliation, who Itelleve In tne principles
endorse Its
of the Republican I'arty, and
policies, are cordially luvlted to unite uoder this
call lu elecUng delegates to this Convention.
Per Order, Republican State Committee
M SIMPSON, chairman.

BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
Bangor, April 2Sth, 1H04.

Under this call, the several towns and plantaUons In Oxford · ounty will be eutltled to the
number of delegates given below

Hanover,

1
2
3
3
1
1
3
1
2
3
1
1
1
1

iicurou,

α

Albany,

Andover.

Bethel.
Brown tleld,
Buckfleld,
Byron,

Canton.

Denmark,
Dix He'd,
Krveburg,
Gilead,
Graftou,

Greenwood,

2
'2
1
4
1

Hiram,

Lovell,
Mason,
Mexico.
Newry,

I

Norway,

4

Parte.
Peru,
Porter,
Rumfonl,
Roxbury,

5

Stoneham,

2
3

Oxford,

Stow,

Sumner,

Sweden,

Upton,

Haterford.
Woodstock,

3

Lincoln,

1
1

Magalioway.
Milton,*
Total,

74

Grand Trunk, Portland and Rumford
Kuinford Kails and Range ley Lakes,
and Maine Central will sell round trip tickets for
one fare, good going June >th and 2Sth, return
tug J une 2Mb and jiith.

REPUBLICAN COONTY C0N7EBTI0H.

Republican voters of the County of
Ox ford. In the State of Maine, are requested to
The

the Court House at South Paris,

on

Krt-

day, the 1st dav of July, A. D. l'.«4, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, for the purpose of nominating
candidates fur the following couutv offices, to l>e
supported at the September election, to wit
Senator. Judge of I'robate, Register of Probate.
Count ν Treasurer, Countv Attorney, one County

Also to choose a
Commissioner, and Sheriff.
Republican County Committee for the years L*C>
and la»»..
will lie as follows
The basis of
Each town ami
organised for electtou
purpose* will be entitled to one de'egate, and
for each 75 votes cast for the Republican candidate (or Governor in 1an additional delegate,
and fora traction of to votes In excess of 75
votes an addltb nal delegate.

representation
plantation

he

Kepubiican

lountv lommuiee win 1*5 in
s;nwt 1 jury room at the Court
Paris. at 9 o'clock on the morn

WMloa at I ho
House at South
lu* of the convention, for the purpose of reeelvlui; the credentials of deleRale*.
Delegates In order to tie eligible to participate
lu the convention mutt he elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this convention
Per order Republican County Committee.
H. H. HASTINGS, Chairman.
ΑΚΤΗl'Κ Κ KoRBKS, Secretary.
l>at< d at South Parts, Maine, May a, la»H.
NEW

ADVKKT13KMKNTS.

Summer Carriage l>ustere.
Art Needlework
Muslin I'nderwear.
Two Piece Suits
If You Need Glasses.
W arnlng
Kor sale.
Notice.
Ladles' furnishing House.

Only

uôv

Delegates.

There is an error in the lists of delegates to which the several towns are
entitled in the Republican state convention, ta published in all the state papers,
which it would be well to correct. The
error originated in this
way: The vote
of the town of Bucktield for Uovernor
liill in 11N)2 is given in the Maine Register as 100, whereas in fact it was 00.
The State Committee, in making up its
list, evidently used these incorrect figures. and its original list gave Bucktield
three delegates instead of one. The
Republican County Committee of Oxford County, discovering the error, ami
wishing to avoid possible complications
even at the loss of two delegates, catted
the attention of the State Committee to
The State Committee
the matter.
promptly responded by changiug Bucktield'sH to 1, but failed to change the
Oxford County total from TO to 74, or
the state total from 1271 to 120i>.
The number of delegates eutitled to
seats in the Bangor convention is only
1209 iustead of 1271. This discovery
ought to be hailed with joy by all the
managers who are trying to ligure out a

For some time there have been rumors
of a Jane weddng, and last
the 8th, the prophecy was verified. At
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
Stilwell their daughter, Nellie Louise,
was united in marriage to Albert LawThe ceremony was perrence Bowker.
formed at 3 p. m. by Rev. D. F. Nelson,
church. The
of
Methodist
the
pastor
ring service was used, and the bride was
daintily dressed in white muslin with
trimmings of insertion and lace. The
rooms were very prettily decorated with
ferns, white ribbon, carnations and
bride roses, the colors being in green
and white. It was a quiet affair, no
relatives outside the immediate family
being present except the parents of the
of
groom, Mr. and Mrs. .lames Bowker
Bryant's Pond. The following friends
were present at the ceremony: Mr. C.
Howard Lane and family, Dr. and Mrs.
F. E. Wheeler, Mr. Clarence Morton and
Mrs. D. F. Nelson. The couple received
many pretty weddiog gifts. At noon
there was a wedding diuner for the
family, aud after the ceremony light reMrs. Harry
freshments were served.
Johnson was the caterer. Mr. and Mrs.
for
Mechanic
Bowker took the 4:20 train
Falls en-route to the Lake region where
they will spend a couple of weeks. On
their return they will immediately begin
housekeeping in the lower part of Mrs.
Susan Clariin's house which is all finished ready to occupy. They have the best
wishes of all their friends and were
generously showered with rice aud
decorated with appropriate emblems for
good luck. However, they had no reason to feel that they were the only happy mortals, for when the train pulled
into the depot the Pullman car was
decorated with white ribbon streamers
and it was said that two bridal couples
were already on board.
May the blessing of a happy marriage be with them

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dinroe, with two
beautiful little children, passed last
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Lee Thomas.
Mrs. Frank French of Turner left last
week for St. Louis, accompanied by her
son Prentiss.
They intend to remain
during the fair. Mrs. Allen cooks for
her family twice each week, until Miss
Lelia Davis' school closes two weeks
from this time.
The number will be limited that attend the world's fair this seasou.
School taught by Miss Anna Crooker
will close the loth. The parents and
scholars are well nleased with the advancemeut made this term in the school,
and hope she may teach the fall term.
The children from the Wanderers'
Home are said to give perfect satisfaction. Willie Packard's boy is all life
and fun iu school or at home, and Willie is well pleased with him. He prefers mischief to dullness.

mencement

ΓοΓμγ..

Z*u

eSth

Hiram.
At the Republican caucus Saturday
afternoon Hon. Peter B. Young and Ezra
W. Bosworth were chosen delegates to
the state convention, both for Prescott.
Hon. Almon Young and Llewellyu A.
Wads wort h were chosen delegates to the
county convention.
Mr. Alpheiis S. Brown has bought the
houxe of his father, Isaac L. Brown, who
has bought the Charles P. Day huuse.
The Congregational church is being

repaired.

Partners

spend

The Japanese seem to unite the in- hoeing sweet corn and the rest of their
telligence of civilized soldiers with that time talking about who is going to be
quality show α by some savage people of Governor.
W. C.
not knowing enough to run away.
It's
a
effective
of
combination
East
Sumner.
peculiarly
civilization and barbarism.
Kev. L. W. Muttart, wife and two
children, started on Wednesday for a
The tirst election of the year was in vacation trip of several weeks in Prince
Oregon last Monday, and indicates that Edward Island. His address will be
the Democrats cut about as much of a Albuton, P. Ε. I. His pulpit will be
figure there as the Republicans do in supplied most of the time during his
Mississippi, the Republican majority on absence by Mr. Howard McDonald of
the congressional
vote
being about ParmingtoQ, a Bangor Seminary student.
Mrs. Gertrude, wife of Dr. J. B. Robin17,000.
son, of Portsmouth, Ν. H., is visiting
State Con vent too Railroad Rates.
her mother, Mrs. Hattie Palmer.
For the Republican state convention
Mr. Geo. Gossand wife have returned
at Bangor June 29tb, round trip tickets from a few days' stay at the Islands
will be sold at one fare on all the rail- near Portland.
The Minot Packing Co. are planting
roads of the state, including the Grand
Trunk. Portland and Rumford Kails, over SO acres of sweet corn on ground
leased
of the farmers. This with the |
Kails
and
Kumford
Rangeley Lakes, and
Tickets good going acreage signed will make quite a large
Maine Central.
Juue 2Hth and 29th, returning June 29th amount ar ''.with a favorable season will
aad 30th.
»ee business for them.
give an

there.

West Sumner.

P^kayd.

ing friends.

Mr. Madison Ford has recently bought
horse of Mr. K. P. Bowker.
Ralph Merrill and a friend of Rumford
Falls are iu town for a vacation.
Mr. Harry Crockett spent last Sunday

a

^MrTVilliam

j

Livermore
Glover of
made a short visit on her

Darents, Mr. and Mrs. Richmond Tuttle.
Mrs. Lovell T. Gardiner spent a few
davs of last week with her niece, Mrs.

Kttie Chandler, and family.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Heath and three
boys, Guy, Wilfred and George, went to
South Paris on Saturday, June 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Abbott of South
Paris visited Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Lothrop and Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Chandler
on Monday, June β.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Chandler went to
Turner Monday to spend the week and
at
attend commencement
exercises
Leavitt Institute. Their son, H. Β. 1.
Chandler, is a member of class of 1W4,
Leavitt Institute.
Mrs. F. K. McLaughlin is entertaining
her sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Phillips, of Portland, for a
few days.
The pupils of the village school are
working to get a flag for the schoo
house. The local W. K. C. aided them
if thev did some part themselves. The
"soap order" was tried and plenty for
the flag was taken the very first day,
every oue seeming ready to help in so
worthy a matter.
Mr. Winslow Bisbee has sold his horse
to Mr. Cummings for livery business and
has bought the Bates mare of Mr. Madison Ford.
Mr. Williams, teacher of the Doble
school," attended graduation exercises at
Leavitt Institute.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Tuell spent a day
in Lewiston shopping; recently.
Deaconess Sanfnrd and mother with
a nephew arrived at the "Home" from
Philadelphia on June 8. Several others
are to come later.

Coroner Grover

was

give his concert at Odeon Hall. The I Central to Inter /ale, and thence over the
press notices testify to the
Boston and Maine, via North Conway,
Stanford Mitchell, and the Schubert Rochester and Portsmouth.
welll
too
is
Quartette of South Paris
In this connection, lest we forget, it
known to need commendation.
may be of interest to those not familiar
of
Twitchell
John
M.
Dorchester,
Mr.
with the story of Lovewell's Fight to
formerly of Bethel, has been calling read the following brief account of it:
old
friends.
upon
I "Capt. John Lovewell was an able
Mrs. F. S. Chandler is in Norway for a
In
partisan officer of the colonies.
short stay with her son and family.
April, 1725, he led -16 men from the
Welch Bros.' Railroad circus is booked Massachusetts frontier-towns by a long
for Bethel July 4th.
and arduous march into the heart of the
Mrl Charles Mason has suffered a re- Pequawket country. He had 34 men
lapse and is seriously ill. Mr. Mason I left when he reached Saco (now Lovehas been sick for several months but
weli's) Pond, and here he encamped for
frieuds have been hopeful of a perma- 36 hours, near the chief
village of the
warm
weather.
nent gain with the
! enemy. On Saturday, May 8, while tbe
Mr Barrett, who is at the home of his I
rangers were assembled around the chapdaughter, Mrs. Will Abbott, is failing in lain on the beach, and ere the morning
of
the
result
dropsy.
strength,
devotions had been finished, a gun was
heard, and an Indian was seen watching
Greenwood.
them. They left their packs near the
I
on
the
roads
done
has
been
Nothing
pond, and advanced towards the interabout here as yet, and consequently they vales, but met an Indian in the forest,
are bad and getting more so every day. who shot and
mortally wounded LoveThe frequent rains keep the numerous I well, though bis own death followed
depressions filled with slush, and as I instantly. Meantime the Sachem Paugus
every passing carriage throws out a lit- and 80 warriors had found and counted
tle they are continually growing deeper. 1 the
packs and laid an ambuscade near
It has been difficult to get in tho crops I them, which completely entrapped the
on account of the rains, and that prob- Americans on their return.
The magably accounts for the neglect.
nanimous Paugus ordered his men to fire
Last Saturday a Mr. Knapp of Turner I over the heads of the invaders and then
took dinner here, from whom we learned to bind them with
ropes. With horrid
something in regard to our old school yells the Indians leaped forth and asked
teacher, Daniel U. Teague, whose home Lovewell if he would have quarter.
Mr. Knapp reported
w;is in that town.
Only at the muzzles of your guns!'
him as highly esteemed, and was deputy shouted the brave captain, and led his
sheriff there for eeveral years. He was men
against the enemy. The ν drove the
twice married but left no posterity so far I Indians some rods, but were repulsed by
No better teacher ever occu- a fierce
as known.
counter-charge, in which Lovepied the old brown school house, al- well and 8 of his men were killed. Then
though we used to think sometimes, the Americans retreated slowly, fighting
when he applied the ruler to the palm inch
by inch, to a position with the pond
of our hand, so as to cause it to smart on their
rear, Battle Creek on the right,
lie
that
for an hour or two afterwards,
This
and Rocky Point on the left.
was just a little severe as a disciplinarian. sheltered
position they maintained for
to
Field strawberries begin
get ripe eight hours, against continual assaults,
and now promise the largest crop in and at sundown the Indians withdrew
several under the command of Wahwa,
lias
Daniel
many years.
Bryant
leaving
patches of the cultivated variety which 30 killed and wounded, including PauFor several years
are looking finely.
who fell
late in the contest.
gus,
past there has been a frost during the Throughout the long day the yells of
month of May, which nearly ruined the the
Indians, the cheers of the Americans,
crop. There is a similar proepect in re- and the pattering of musketry resounded
gard to the other kinds of small fruit, through the forest, while Chaplain Frye,
and the apple crop is no exception.
mortally wounded when fighting among
Potato bugs did not get very numerous the
foremost, was often heard praying
so
last year, but they left seed enough
for victory. In the moonlit midnight
that they are here again.
hour the rangers departed, leaving 15 of
Pearl Whitman is still gaining in their
number dead and dying on the
health so that he, together with his wife
field, while 0 of the 18 others were
and little girl, visited at the Bennett wounded. After suffering terribly on
place last Wednesday.
the march, most of the little band reachWalter Emmons had a matched pair ed the
Several ballads
settlements.
of two-year-old steers, and the other day commemorate this
forest-fight."
one of them was killed on the railroad
He got
near the Bacon ledge so called.
Maine News Notes.
on to the track through a defect in tlie
railroad fence, consequently the company
had to pay the damage.
The Baptist church at North Haven
And now all aboard for Hebron.
celebrated its centennial on Wednesday.

North Buckfield.
The body of John Riche of Brunswick,
Washie Heald and wife have returned 15 years old, has been found in New
wife
where
his
from Rochester, Ν. Y..
Meadows River. Ile disappeared two
weeks earlier, and the boat in which he
was a witness in a contested will case.

Mrs. Dora Ames of Rumford Falls lias was sailing was found overturned, with
been at her mother's, Mrs. V. D. Bick- a broken mast.
nell's, for a few days.
Charles P. Kemp, identified with the
O. A. Thayer of Paris was mour place
last week, also Mrs. Leon Tufts and sardine canning business in Eastport for
several years, was drowned from a canoe
daughter.
,,
The foundation to the grange hall is in Boyden Lake on the -Ith. He was 32
three chilnearly finished. O. L. Varneyof Sum- years old, and leaves a wife,
build the hall. Will begin dren, a mother and four sisters.
ner is to
work about the 15th.
The semi-annual savings bank tax was
Mrs Emeline Bisbee received quite a
committed by the state assessors last
lot of her friends ou the anniversary of
week. The last legislature, as will bo
her 90th birthday.
reduced the rate of this
Mrs. Ε. B. Austin entertained the I remembered,
and the total this year is $202,003.47,
ladies of the Nezinscot Reading Club tax,
as against $265,831.41 in 1002 under the
which was the
on Tuesday, the 7th,
old law.
33d
her
birthday.
anniversary of
The settlement of Long Pond in Somerset County on the shores of Moose
Dickvale.
River is suffering from a serious attack
Business at the \V. H. Ames mill reof diphtheria says a Bangor News corremains suspended.
snondent. The settlement consists of a
John Putnam bas sold his farm to
dozen dwellings owned and occupied by
George Smith of Jay and will move his lumbermen and
farmers, and there have
family to West Peru where ho runs a been at least half a dozen deaths among
general merchandise store.
the
people and it is reported
Joseph Putnam has bought N. S. that younger
there are 15 cases at present. Mr.
Bishop's farm and will take possession Chester II. Mills of Jackman
who passed
in October.
Brownfield.
through the Long Pond section this
that
week says
every dwelling at the
Mr. Alvin Perkins, formerly of BrownWilson's Mills.
pond has one or more cases of the disfield, now of Portland, is in this village
The man that was injured at A/.iscoos ease. It is believed that the epidemic
on business.
started through drinking water from a
Mr. E. Burnell has moved into the Kails May 2»th by a dynamite blast died
polluted spring.
Bean rent that was formerly occupied early in the evening.
Parties of sportsmen are beginning to
by Mr. and Mrs. Brown.
come.
Oxford Universalist Association.
Friday evening an entertainment and
Hear of Β. M. Co.'s drive went by here
The Oxford Association of Universalsupper at G. A. K. Hall for the benefit
June
2d.
of the Relief Corps.
ists holds its semi-annual meeting at
Memorial
Day was observed here Bethel, Wednesday and Thursday, June
Ε. B. Bean remains very siek.
of
our
the
exertions
through
Married, in Conway, Ν. U., June 5, uhietly
15 and 1(1. Reduced fare on the Grand
Miss Genie Swan and Mr. Leslie Poor, teacher, Frank Smith. In the forenoon Trunk.
Programme:
the tlags were set marking the graves
both of Brownlield.
WEDNESDAY.
Mrs. Linch of Portland is at Mr. Ε. B. of "our heroic dead" and were decorat- U.(iO. Uall to order.
ed by the school children, also those of
lie v. Isabella 8. Macduff.
Beau's.
Prayer,
Address of Welcome,.. Rev. A. I). Colsou.
The Misses Stevens of Portland aro at friends and kindred. None were forResponse,
a
tine
progotten. In the afternoon
Mrs. Breslin's cottage.
J. H. Barrow*, President of Association.
gramme was carried out by the school 11.30. Business session.
Mr.
of
Social meeting.
children, under the supervision
Newry.
Dinner.
Singing by Rev. E. A. and 12.00.
Howard Thurston is building an addi- Smith.
1 30. Praise service.
recitations
a
number
of
Μγβ.
Tuck,
by 2.00. Sermon,
Rev. Eleanor B. Forbes.
tion to his house, making it much more
3.00. Address, Sunday School Work,
the scholars, a stirring address by Mr.
convenient, and Amos Frost is moving
L. Merrill.
Banner
of
Star
by 3 30. Address, Young People'sUeoSpangled
his barn to be nearer his house than it Tuck, singing
Christian
Mrs. Grace Tuck, and of America by the
Rev. F. II. Cole.
Union,
has heretofore been.
Discussion of addresses.
audience completed the arrangements of
Mr. Kamsdell received a dispatch a
7.oo. Praise meeting.
few days ago, that his mother, who has the day.
Rev. W. J. Taylor.
7JO. Sermon
Mr. and Mrs. VVm. Hometed of WaterCommunion.
been distressingly ill from cancer, was
ford are visiting at A. R. Pennock's.
THURSDAY.
but just alive. He went home at once
8.00. Conference meeting.
to Stoneham, but at last accounts she
of parishes.
9.00.
Report
Hebron.
was still living, though her decease was
10 00. Question Box, in charge of
Rev. F. E. Barton.
Pinkham from Boston
hourly expected.
Mr. Η. B.
Rev. Stanford Mitchell.
11.00. Sermon
Ο. E. Baker, who with his family has
spent Sunday witb hie family who are 12.00. Dinner.
spent a couple of weeks at hie boyhood's spending the eummer with Mrs. Pink1.80. Praise service.
home, will return to Methuen, Mass., ham's father, Mr. E. S. Dunham.
Rev. Marcja M. Selman.
2 00. Sermon,
the 11th inst.
Ile greatly enjoyed his
A number of people from Hebron at- 2.30. Address, Loyalty to tho Denominato
the
tion
8uccess,
Key
old-time sport, Ashing, and caught over tended the funeral of Capt. Gustavus
Rev. W. J. Taylor.
ΛΧ) trout, many of which were unusually Pratt at South Paris, Monday.
......Rev. I. S. Macduff.
3 00. Sermon,....
tine. He will resume his duties assured
The Ladies1 Circle gave a picnic sup- 3.30. Closing exercises.
Benediction.
that his visit to the old home has been per Tuesday in the church parlors which
productive of much happiness to him- have been handsomely decorated and
LIFE.
self and the dear ones whom he so seldom furnished with electric lights.
After
meets.
the supper a very pleasant entertainment
The poet's exclamation: "O Life! I
Visitors are constantly arriving at was given consisting of a dialogue by feel thee
bounding in my veins," is a
Poplar Hotel and in a few weeks it will three little girls, Ellen and Francese joyous one. Persons that can rarely or
be tilled to its utmost capacity.
Glover and Alice Melcher, and recita- never make it, in honesty to themselves,
Mr. andTdrs. Cole, who reside in Ber- tions by Louise Knapp Pinkham and are
among the most unfortunate. They
lin, Ν. H., visited Mrs. Cole's mother, Master Albert Richardson. The enter- do not live, but exist·, for to lite implies
Mrs. Martha Littlehale, a week ago. tainment was under the direction of more than to be. To live is to be well
They came with an automobile, and Mrs. Miss Lizzie Bearce.
and strong—to arise feeling equal to
Cole's sister, Mrs. Howard Thurston, reMrs. Mary J. Bearce and Miss Maidie the ordinary dutios of the day, and to
a
turned to their home with them, for
Moody are attending the commencement retire not overcome by them—to feel
visit of a few days.
this week. Mrs. life bounding in the veins. A medicine
exercises at Orono
Leslie Littlehale, a prosperous mer- Bearce's son, Ira M., is one of the that has made thousands of people, men
chant of Rockland, is visiting his mother graduating class.
and women, well and strong, has acat North Newry.
Mr. Asa Robinson is visiting W. A. complished a great work, bestowing the
Mrs. A. W. Powers went to Portland Bartlett.
richest blessings, and that medicine is
for a day's outing, a week ago, and Mrs.
Mrs. Vivian Bearce has returned from Hood's Sarsaparilla.
The weak, run\V. F. Small, who had been visiting in a visit to her mother in Sweden. Mrs. down, or debilitated, from any cause,
that city, returned to her home the same Bearce's
her should not fail to take it. It builds up
brother
accompanied
home and will remain a few days.
the whole eystem, changes existence inday.
Mr. and Mrs. Briggs from West Paris
Mr. Drew Thompson of Auburn is to life, and makes life more abounding.
are visiting at Amos Frost's.
visiting his daughter, Mrs. J. C. Don- We are glad to say these words in its
ham.
favor to the readers of our columns.
Denmark.

m.j

Portland last week.
The selectmen of the town will have a
hearing at 4 o'clock, June 11, over the
hiving out of a private road from the
old Greenwood road to the residence of
Amos Bryant.
Burton Judkins will build a cottage,
20 χ :i0. on the west shore of the lake
near Mount Christopher.
The Margcr cottage on the big island
makes a noticeable appearance from the
shore.
The Kiusmans were the first arrivals
at the cottages.
The Wiskesand Masons
will arrive June 12.
The West Bethel club played a game
of ball with the village niue last Saturday and got defeated by six scores.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Bowker weut to
Auburn and attended the Univeraalist
convention as delegates June 7, aud
stopped Tuesday night at George
Bowker's at Lewiston. They returned
Wednesday morning to West Paris and
attended the wedding of their son Albert
to Miss Nellie Stilwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Kilbou I'erham went to
Turner Sundav to visit their daughter,
Mrs. Mabel Bumpus. On Monday they
went to Auburn to attend the Universsdist convention, aud returned home the
last of the week.
A Republican caucus will be held at
the town hall Monday afternoon, June
l:i, from 1 to 0 o'clock, for the purpose
of nominating a candidate for representative to the legislature.
Ausel Dudley has had a piazza built on
his new ball.
C. B. Kyerson has bought the Dearborn saw tiling car and fitted it up for a

Saturday.

Herbert Adams went

to Fryeburg
to carry Mr. Xewkirk who
is boarding at his cottage.
Wm. Gammon is going to build a cottage on the shore of Kezar Lake to be
ready for company the first of July.
Kate Adams was at John Adams' last

Wednesday

East Bethel.
Farmers have commenced hoeing.

At the Republican caucus held June
4th, John Colby was chosen delegate to
Instructed for
the state convention.
Fernald, with Prescott second choice.
C. O. Pendezter was chosen delegate to
the county convention.
The many friends of Mrs. Geo. Webb
will be pleased to learn that she is to
remain here, and will take charge of a
[warding house for Mr. Fred Sanborn,
who has secured Mrs. Abbott Ingalls'
bouse for that purpose.
A special pension examiner is in town
ίο-day looking into the case of Mr.
IV hales.
The ladies of the Congregational
,'hurch held a circle in the Grange Hall,

week.
John McAllister of East Stoneham has
for Mr. Gammon.
Oxford.

Dr. and Mrs. Jenke of Rhode Island
ire here for a short time and are occupying W. R. Farris' cottage by the lake.
The recently organized Grange will
risit West Poland
Grange Saturday

evening.

Children's Day will be observed at the
churches June 12.

finely.

Mr and Mrs. Sharon Robinson of East
Sumner spent the day Saturday, June 4,
with Mr. and Mrs. G. Π.
Mrs. F. L. Wyman of South Woodstock is spending a week in town visit-

l'ortland last week.
A. M. Chase was at Auburn Wednes-

ploughing

Mrs. I. H. Wight and Miss

ρορ^^^ί

Others went to Four Ponds.

recently

was ex-

Wednesday evening.
Mr. I. H. Berry is making extensive

A

I have

In

FAILS," SAY

IT

day.

Miss

Jeanne

Congdon

ton, Mass., spent

a

few

from Brockhere last

days

rill

Mr. C. C. Kimball drove to Phillips
last week where he has work for Berlin

graciously preside.

In four western states, 200,000 women,
Mrs. Fred C. Bean and Master Free- η round numbers, will be entitled to
i>orn have gone to Dorchester, Mass., rote for president this year. But probι ibly only a small proportion of them
for a few weeks1 visit.
If the unexpected should
Mrs. G. W. Tracy from Harrison is irill vote.
1 îappen, and the mass of them should
visiting friends here.
Mist Hester Kimball is preparing an < ixereise their privilege of suffrage, it
1
Entertainment for the close of the school vould go a long way toward creating
< he impression that the women as a
aere.
Norman Sanborn and Benj. Bennett ρ ilass do after all wish to vote, and the
; iave
to
Me., to work in < aute of woman suffrage might get a
Mill· Co.

1

Bozbury,

ι

eel start.

$2 7^

£

3.00

Smyrna rugs,
Axminster rugs,

I

+

|
!

f

LEWISTON, ME.

By displaying the

1904.

Stars and Stripes

Ladies' Oxfords.

showing a large

up-to-date

"COMINC HOLIDAYS."

OXFORDS AND M SHOES
Patent Colt, Tan Calf
and Kid.

Bolster & Co.

Dayton

N.

IN

will sell you

U. S.

a

Army and Navy

standard wool

5x8 feet at

$3.00.

6

I 0. k G. W. Froiihai,

χ

South Paris.

4.75

.

10 feet at

.

Marmot

80

6.50

.

Square,
MAINE.

PARIS, /

SOUTH

bunting Flag,

$3.75

4x6 feet at

IN ALL GRADES FROM
to

|

PROMOTE PATRIOTISM

the property hereby gives notice to
this effect : All persons entering the
property do so at their own risk.

$1.25

2.25

|

■t.ΛΛ.f. A.f.A J,'A»
ν 1'
V
ν* 1 v"rv"i"vl >r vi V iv
I "/'rw'rvi'x r· vlvTvr vi"V ΠνΙ

Warning.

line of

$1.98

\

9S

NO. 220 LISBON ST.,

As rock blasting is a daily occurance on Crocker Hill, the owner of

are

50

Iin

nothing.

We

|

ATHERTON FURNITURE CO.,

If you are fortunate enough not to bo
troubled with catarrh, tell your friends
of F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.'s offer and get
them to take advantage of it.

10,

f

It is your opportunity to purchase rugs
all sizes at exceptionally low prices.
We pay freight.
Cash or easy terms.

I

TO LET.
One five and

six room tene-

one

ment with stable.

D·

Also five house lots and ten acres
of hay land for sale. Inquire of
J. H. STUART, South Parie.
STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT
AND ROAI) IULLS.

Made

Fit

to

to

Fit

Wear

May Term, li*M.
COUNTY OK OXFORD
To JONATHAN BARTLETT, Dr.
l!*>4.

Fell. 15-lfi, to 2 daye at Carle, a<lj.
Travel for name 42 m I leu
Mar. 14-1(1, to :t day» at I'arle, a·Ij.
Travel for «sine 42 mllee
to 4 'lay* at Parle, reg.
May
Travel for eame 42 ml lee

eeeslon, φ
eeeelon,

r> 00
3 :W

·.· »Κ»

3 3H
12
3 :!ti

eeselon,

* :17 as
JONATHAN BARTLETT.
South l'arln, Me., May 13, 1»04.
COUNTY OK OXFORD

To RAN DAM. L.

11104.

TAYLOR, Dr.

17, to 3 daye at Parle. ailj. eeMlon,..

Feb
Mar.

May

To 70 mile ttavel
to 4 «lay* at Parle, adj.
To 70 mÎ'ee travel,
13, to S daye at I'arle, reg.
To 70mllee travel,

17,

$ 9 Oil
SWI
12 no
5 60
15 00
5 <«·»

eceelon,..
eeeslon,..

Neat effects in Men's Pants.

Just

$ S2 80
RANDALL L.TAYLOR.
South

1604.

EDWARD P.

Parle, May 12, l'J04.

Personally appeared

J.

1 12
β 00
1 12
9 00
112

May 13, 1904.

the above named Jona-

CASTORIA

Taylor

21 οβ

County Attorney.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk S. J. Court.
:
A true copy—atteet
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk S. J. Court.

We have what you need

Easy and Quick!

xC&CKGtS.

Soap-Making

ΛΓΰ+Ο

with

BANNER LYE

To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in cold
ivater, melt 5# lbs. of grease, pour the
Lye water in the grease. Stir and pot
aside to set

every household.

Back

Balls.

25

Φ

the game.

φ

cent«

to

φ

I

$2.50.

4°cents-

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,

■

paint,

{[ Maine.

F. A. IHIJBTLEFF * CO.

F. ▲. 8HHBTLEFF * CO.

floors, marLleand tile work, soften water»

disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipe·
Write for booklet "Uses of Βann*

Lye"—free.

^

The Peon Chemical Works, Philadelphie
Charles Richardson & Co., Bestoa,

j

FOB SALE.

play

Good ones for $ι.οο.
Bettcr ones $l -5°t0 $4·°°·
The best, "The Pirn," $8.oo.

Regulation and
stop, $i.oo

IfUtD·

to

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

Every Package

It will clean

—

PLAY TENNIS.

62 HO

on

®e^ttire

ABBBBBBBf^BBBBBBBBODBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBOBb'i
$>
F. A. «Ht'RTLF.FK X. CO.
F. ▲. NIH'KTLEFF A CO.

and

To Edward P. Faunce
KLLERY C. PAKK,

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Havi Atwajs Bought

audited the above
accounts, we allow the following sums:
To Jonathan Bartlett
♦ 37 08

Pall Direction·

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone 106-3.

CHAKl.ES F. WHITMAN.
Clerk Sup. Jud. Couit.

To Randall L.

excellent values.

F. PLUMMER, SA
31 Market

# 2136
FAUNCE.

liartlett, Randall L. Tavlor, and Kdwml P.
Kauncc, and several! ν made oath that tf:<· foregoing ucOiinta by them made and eulut rllx-d
Before me.
are just and true.

Having examined

are

MAINE.

STATE OF

COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
than

perfect fitting.

for hot weather.

These Trousers

$ 3 00

Iti, a<lj. eeselon at Pari», 1 «lay
Mlieage for name, 14 mllee,
Mar. 15-lii. a<IJ. session. 2 days
Mileage for eame. 14 mile*
May 10.1112, reg. session, 3 ilaye,
Mileage for eame, 14 mllee
Feb.

thing

All wool and

02.OO to 2.50.

COUNTY OF OXFORD
To EDWARD P. FAUNCE, Dr.

South

the

I'arle, May 13, l!*>4.

King: Puzzlewit's Realm.
Banner Lye is pulverized. The caa
The Boston Sunday Herald of June may be opened and closcd at will, per*

week there will be a distribution of ten
}ne-dollar bills and one hundred puzzle
books. These contests will he conductid by the far-famed Sam Lloyd at the
;ourt of King Puzzlewit, over which his
;harming daughter, Princess Enigma,

χ

Axminster rugs,

ι

the use of Ilyomei by the best people in
Paris, that F. A. Shurtleff & Co. have
the greatest confidence in its power to
cure catarrh.
They believe in it so
thoroughly, that they will give their
personal guarantee to refund the money
if it does not cure, the purchaser to be
sole judge.
This is an unusual offer and the first
time that any medicine or treatment for
the cure of catarrh has been sold in this
way. If it cures, the expense is trifling,
while if it fails, the cost is absolutely

Reorganization of Alder River Grange 10 will appear an exclusive seriee of puzthe use of a small quantity at a
anticipation, with a new grange zle contests, Illustrated in colors. Each mining
is just the article needed in
It
time.
hall.
J. Cleve Bartlett returned to his work
in South Framingham, Mass., last Fri-

I rugs also marked down.

catarrh from the system.
Such remarkable results have followed

June

|

I

& CO.

membrane, and absolutely drives

Paris, Maine,

Norway, Malno.

I
Beginning Monday, May 16th, for one
I week, every rug in stock will be marked
All carpet size rugs including
down.
% Axminster, Royal Wilton, Brussels, Smyrna,
Smaller
s Aubussom and Kashmir Rugs.

There is no dangerous stomach drugging when using ilyomei. The healing
»nd aromatic balsaips which compose
this wonderful treatment are breathed
through the nèat pocket inhaler tbat
somes with every -Si outfit.
In this way, the germ-killing and
health-giving Ilyomei penetrates to the
It
most remote cells of the lungs.
searches out and kills disease germs in
and
the air passages of the head, throat
nose, soothes and heals the irritated
mucous

a

! SPECIAL RUG SALE. I

"MONEY RACK IF

F. A. SHURTLEFF

trade in

Ή<>-ΚΗ<ΗΗ0·Η^Η>ΚΗ<4<ΗΟ+Ο+ΰΗ<Η<Η<Η<ΗΗ>ΚΗ<Η-Ο+Ο+Ο·ΚΗ

K4-0+

CA-

ALL

good

91 Main St.*

Easy Way To Cure Catarrh
KILL

extra

IAMES N. FAVOR, harness" ™oEre,UCKER

Children teething often suffer from
Jholera Infantum, Diarrhoea, or some
Dr. Seth
Form of Rowel complaint.

TARRHAL GKRM8.

an

style grey duster.

latest

Wool Foot Mat for $2,00.

[

BREATHE IIYOMKI AND

buys the

75 cents

democrat for publication.
) Committee
Ronello C. Davis,
on
Mrs. Oneida M. Davis,
E.
Hrs. Martha
Davis, ) Resolutions..

is in

in his store and house.
Dr. A. L. Hersey has returned from alterations
Mr. and Mrs. Richnor of Portland are
Boston.
Allen.
Mis· Ida Wilcox of Connecticut is 1 quests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Mr. William McKusick is to engage in
bere.
a
gone
Mrs. E. G. Edwards ia improving at he fruit business and will start wagon
ι &e woods.
eJ fonday, 18th.
ν
«at accounts.
1

Master has
ransplanted our sister, Mrs. Anna B.
Jttlefleld, to the Heavenly Grange,
herefore be it
Resolved, That whilst Franklin Grange
1 Dourns the loss of a sister, we feel that
>ur loss is her gain.
Resolved, Tbat we extend our eympa, hy to the children, aod may they look
; orward to a bappy reunion with their
jarents when they shall be summoned.
Resolved, Tbat our charter be draped
( η mourning for thirty days, and that a
on
:opy of these resolutions be placed
>iir records, a copy sent to the bereaved
( shildren, also a copy sent to the Oxford
Divine

from the village.
telephoned to go I The afternoon of Friday and the fore- Arnold's Balsam is the best remedy.
to
morning
Friday
noon of Saturday will be devoted to car- Warranted by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
hold au inquest on the body of a man riage drives, and the party will return South Paris, West Paris.
found dead at that place.
to Boston Saturday afternoon, going on
Tuesday evening, Prof. Wight will the Mountain Division of the Maine

J

Κ. N. Prince is to paint his buildings.

Falls

The Lovewell's Fight Memorial.
A· before mentioned, tbe Society of
Colonial Ware of Massachusetts will
nave a field day and excursion to FryeSurg, June 16-18, to dedicate a memorial
itone and tablet June 17th, in honor of
Dapt John Lovewell and his men who
were killed in Lovewell's fight on the

SUMMER CARRIAGE DUSTERS

Resolutions of Respect.

Whereas, The

to Rumford Corner

Quite a delegation went to I eru trday to the dedication of the grange hall

Mrs. May Bolster aud Mrs. Gerry
Wing attended the Music Festival at

been

"J

whips around easily. There are others,
but this one lias learned that the nearer
the hoe, the more food.

slowly.

mon,

part of their time

,S

north there must be a wedding on the
docket. But we saw a body of men ai
work on the foundation of the to be
.'range hall. We were reminded of the
man with a muck rake, who did not look
un when the Lord went by.
My old robin came back this sP"nP>
When
and follows my perambulations.
I change from one row to anotlier sne

Mrs. (Jeorge W. Clifford is visiting her
husband in Massachusetts.
On Weduesday, the uniformed team
of the Hiram Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
Xo. :»9, visited Ossipee Valley Lodge,
\o. 40, and initiated seven candidates to
the rank of page, after which a bountiful supper was enjoyed, and the Ossipee Lodge iuitiated one person to the
rank of Knight. The lodge has some
1 !."> members, and a tine hall, and is in a
jeweler's shop.
prosperous condition. A large uumber
E. 8. Crosby of Bath was in town
majority.
of Knights attended.
Mr. Wm. H. Gilpatrick of Portland is Saturday.
here and There.
Kev. E. A. Davis was in town part of
visiting his brother, Mr. Frank P. Gil- the week.
patrick, who is very sick of Bl ight's
Mr. Redden of Bates College preached
The I'nited States Supreme Court has disease.
adjourned for the summer, leaviug only
Our second selectman, Mr. George at the Baptist church Sunday.
282 cases on its docket waiting for déMilliken, is able to leave his bed after
cision—the smallest number since 1S70.
East Waterford.
being coritiued to 11 Si) days with a broken
lu view of this fact, who shall say that
('has. Lamb of Worcester, Mass., is
leg.
justice is not becoming swift in our land.'
On June 10th the thermometer ranged
visiting his sister, Mrs. W. A. Horsey.
from 40 down to freezing.
Burton W. Sanderson, principal of
Kcuueiiec County, Me., has. since It-'A), fur
Limerick Academy, is at home for his
nlshed 10 governors, eight Colled States tien
Hartford.
summer
vacation.
atom, lu national representative*. 14 secretaries
of state, six state treasurer*, three itUornevLoren Pride has a fine new top buggy
Now is the time to subscribe for the
si*
Presidents
of
the
State
II
Sennte.
general#,
Oxford
Democrat.
The subscribers with bicycle tires.
speaker* of the House, three cabinet official*
Joe Patterson and wife we also notice
and o&e speaker of the nation tl House
generally get their money's worth, and
And Kennebec County, Me., they have a good chance to lend it to riding in a new top buggy.
Yes.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rolfe went to
may be expected to furnish more candi- those who don't take it. The head eddate* for office than auy other two coun- itor lias a good deal of outside business Rumford Wednesday to be gone some
to attend to, so
he don't have much weeks. Mr. Rolfe has some lumber to
ties of the state, for all future time.
time to work in the newspaper depart- saw in his mill there.
ment aud that is a good
J. E. Mclntire and sons are with a
thing for the
Two boys in (.treat Barrington, Mass., paper. The other part of the editorial fishing party at Four Ponds.
who flagged a train and stopped it from staff is in a healthy condition, especially
G. L. Hilton has taken Mrs. Ames'
running into a washout, were rewarded the women, who understand their busi- farm to cultivate in addition tw his own.
with a purse of $17.00 made up by tiie ness, you bet.
J. B. Haskell has a dance once a
1 have not been here long enough to fortnight. The next one will be the
passengers. Presumably that sum may
be taken ait the passengers' estimate of pick up much news. All I can think of 18th.
their value.
now is that the town of Hartford at last
March meeting chose a road commissionNorth Stoneham.
er in the south part of the town, so that
The I'nited States treasury statement
Mrs. Sarah Gammon, Warren Durgin
there might be a chance to have better
for the year ending June 30 will show a
and J. C. Sawyer and wife went to
roads in that locality. So he swears he
deficit of about #23,000,000.
But it
to a Rebekah meetwill run the road machine to his heart'· Bridgton Thursday
must be remembered that during the
conteut. So he is into it tearing the ing.
Earl McAllister from South
Paris
year we have paid out fifty millions fur road to
pieces in every direction, mak- visited his mother, Mrs. Leonard Gamour latest and most valuable acquisition,
some of it quite passable and some
ing
the Panama Canal.

quite impassable.

^Tuesday,

Jordans are renovating the interior of Odd Fellows' Hall, and Mrs.
Fiorian Jordan, the smartest woman in
the village, is cleaning up the library.
I have traveled quite extensively ο
hi*
late. John came along
wool to Mason of North Buckfleld, and
invited me to ride. It does one good to
take long trips occasionally.
PeoP'®
surmised seeing John and me going

looks

was

Alice Billings were in Portland to attend the Music Festival.
ith of May (0. S.), 1725.
Mrs. W. Arthur Bunting and little
The party will leave Boston at 1:15
daughters visited her paregte, Mr. and p. m., Thursday, June 10, taking supper
Mrs. F. S. Chandler, a few days, and in Portland and arriving in Fryeburg at
went to South Paris to visit her sister, 7:58 r. m., stopping at The Oxford.
Mrs. Fred Chandler.
The dedication of the memorial stone
Judge and Mrs. Herrick have arrived and tablet will take place in the foreat their home after an extended tour in I noon of Friday, on the battle ground on
Italy, having enjoyed a most delightful I tbe shore of Lovewell's Pond, 1$ miles

tla,rhe

Vegetation

morning, the community

he was beside the road and life

^8COV<*e

IKioe

Mrs. Annie Emmons is having a reof her illuess and is quite sick at
this writing. Mrs. Carrie Marshall is
caring for her aud Dr. Ο. K. Yates attends her.
Mr. S. W. Dunham is iu Aroostook
County on a fishing trip with his son,
Charles W. Dunham of Brattleboro, Vt.
Mrs. Auna C. Young is with her son,
C. H. Young, at Cornish, for a couple of
weeks.
Miss Ruth Tucker is stopping the most
of the time with Mrs. L. C. Bates.
Miss Cassie Briggs and Mrs. Clara
Andrews of South l'aris visited iu town
last week.
Mrs. Daniel has gone to Greenwood to
live with her son, Jesse Daniel.
Walter Emery and family have moved
from the rent iu A. R. Buck nam's house
to the upstairs rent in the Hezekiah
Farrar house vacated by Mrs. Daniel.
The two sons in the family of Mr.
Will Berry are now having the measles,
but there are no furtheir cases so far as
known.
Mrs. H. R. Tuell came near blood
poisoning from a scratch on her thumb,
but is now past danger from it.
I. Ο. O. F. Lodge, No. 13, and Onward
Kebekah Lodge, No. 2î>, observed their
annual memorial day on Suuday by appropriate exercises and decorating the
graves of deceased members.

it»: 11

etrippjj

Claude U. Abbott, a graduate June 2d
ibis year of tbe University of Minnesota
College of Medicine and Surgery, was
ormerly of Upton.

to hear of the eudden <death οI
Mr. Walter Brown. In usual health he
went out to assist his son in driving
bow to market, and not returning, his eon,
who was at home, went to find him and

What will Maine be good for when she
become» entirely stripped of her garof green? *·'"
i«
ο
being bought up and
wood and lumber. Probably th,B
rieht, but it seems sad to look upon the
thus dismantled. But it makes
but little difference to us old duffers
after a little.
...
The members of Mountain Grange like
the Arab have folded their tents an
passed on to North Buckfleld, what have
not withdrawn.
A few days since a Boston and Maine
train of palace cars went up theUne
well stocked with humanity of tot»
sexes
While the train was stopping at
the depot, in passing along I
Loolc
a colored porter mixing drinks.
ing through the window I looked upon
when It «« red. 0«oo*®*
the bottles he went from glass to glass
patting a little from each bottle in the
glasses until the curcuit was made. It
was beyond the comprehension of a
Prohib. not being versed η the ways
and manners of high society. »llt
is a great thing, our game law, it bngs
lots of good things, money and rum.
Makes soft places for a few.
By the way, many that went to th
lakes for employment have come back,
counting it belter to accept Buckfleld
[are rather than work botl night and

lapse

il

^Monday

Edwin ihocked
Record,Mg.

friend^W.

hospitals.

τλ

Thos.

Ptinney, G. W. Tilton and Dr. A. E.
Cole are at Four Ponds.
J. H. Carey of Salem, and
B. lngalle of
Newburyport, Mass.,
stopped over Sunday w Λ Dr.
and Monday they started for Mr. Carey
cottage at Roxbury Pond.

Dr. aud Mrs. Wheeler returned last
week. In his absence the doctor has
visited Bath, Portland, Boston, Lynn
and vicinity, and been to several of the

4

Morrill,

R. H.

all.

day.

Sunday,

Upton.

Dathtl

Mr·. Brown wai burledirom

the home of her son-in-law, Mr. Charlea

exercises at Leavitt Inst
ε. 0. Col.
A.unie, and Mr. and Mrs. H. A.

Wednesday,

apt. and Mrs. Lyon are in town for a
few days, guests of Mr. Brown's family
at Old Brick.
Mrs. M. B. Carter and Miss Dorothea
have arrived at their summer home here.
Prentiss Cummings and Mrs. Ingraham
have returned to Brookline, Mr. Cummings for a few days and Mrs. Ingraham
to remain two or three weeks.
Next Sunday will be observed as Children's Sunday at the Universalist church,
with an appropriate sermon by Kev. Mr.
Little. The children of the Sunday
Bryant's Pond.
"'chool will assist in the singing.
The Gertrude Roberts Co. will play at
Miss Anuette P. Reynolds and Miss
Irma ISixby of North Leominster, Mass., Grange Opera House June 14, 15 and lt>.
The entertainments were greatly enjoyare with Miss Andrews for the summer.
ed given by this company two years ago,
East Hebron.
and we feel that all will be well pleased
If the rain continues to fall haying to know they will be iu town on the
will come prior to planting on wet land. above dates.
The High School linished Friday, June
In
All vegetation is growing rapidly.
A very successful term.
most cases seeds have germinated well. 10.
The
School League will have a sociable
Mr. Arthur Hayes and Miss Edith
Ice
Sawyer were united in marriage June at Grange Halt Saturday night.
id, both of Turner. His residence is cream and cake will be served.
The Universalist church is undergoing
with his parents, on the farm formerly
repairs. Horace Berry and Consider
owned by Henry Bonuey.
returned Farrar are putting on new shingles. The
Clara Washburn has not
from her visit in Oxford with relatives. church is going to be repaired outside
Mr. and Mrs. Farris and little boy re- and in.
Mrs. Ansel Dudley sails for home from
turned to their home in Oxford last Sunday, after visiting their daughter, Mrs. Vew York the last of thitt week.
Mrs.
Gertie Deshon is very sick.
Lee Thomas, and several relatives in
Mrs. Agnes Brooks is convalescing
Buck field.
(

The

meet at

first Universalist circle of the
season will be held at Academy Hall.
Friday eveuing, June 17th. Tbe comic
drama, '-Mrs. Willis' Will," will be given
with the following cast:
Mise Josephine Cole.
Mr». Kotilnron
..«..Mise Helen Cole.
Lady Spindle
Mtes Mary Plen*.
Mr*. Dwindle,
Mine Laura Cole.
Jenny,.
M lee Maud Newell.
Rachel,
Music
To be followed by a promenade.
will be furnished by Messrs. Stearns and
A
Admission fifteen conte.
Young.
charge of ten cents will be made to all
participating in the «lance. Doors open
Curtain will rise at 8.
at Τ:·'(0.
Moot of the Case family arrived at the
Hill Friday, and are settled in their
Mr. Case and Miss
summer home here.
Case are in Europe, but are expected
here in a few weeks.
The Paris Hill base ball team played
In
two games here Saturday afternoon.
oue they defeated the Paris Manufacturing Co. team of South Paris, 13 to 4, and
in the other they defeated the Paris
Manufacturing Co. team from West
Paris, 21 to 7.
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson aud Mrs. O. A.
Thayer attende»! the Universalist convention at Auburn last week.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Bates, formerly of
New Haven, Conn., are guests at O. A.
✓
Thayer's.
Paris Hill Water Co. held its annual
House Saturat
Hubbard
the
meeting
day evening, and re-elected the old board
of officers, except U. H. Heald director
in place of B. S. I)oe, deceased.
As rock blasting is being done daily in
the mining operations on Crocker Hill,
warning of the danger is given to the
public, so that all who enter the property will do so at their owu risk.
Dr. and Mrs. A. C. Haiulin of Bangor,
with their granddaughter. Miss Elinor
llamliu, of Bostou, aud Mrs. Cony aud
Miss Josephine Moore of Calais, are at
James L. Chase's.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Young of
Portland are stopping at James L.

Chase's.

Kalis,

\

The bust of Hon. Horatio King, recently placed in the library, is the gift of his
It is a
son, Henry F. King of Boston.
remarkably good likeness.
The

Coming Events.

A

days.

Buckfleld.
Sever»! from tl.1. pUo.

West Paris.

tx>>

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

I Clow) and braotiflei the hair.
IPromutci · luxuriant (rowth.
1 Never rail» to Belter· Ο ray
I Βair to it· Toothful Color.
ICuiti aralp diwaart It hair falling,
UK, ami tl-liu at Dnigljta

Wagon For Sale!
I have

$65.

a

nice

Used but

sell very

cheap.

riding

wagon, cost
very little. Will

a

A. D. PARK.
Rhode Island Red Eggs for hatching,
rom carefully selected utility and exhibition
FARM FOB MALE*
tock. $1.00 iter netting. From email pen· headFarm for aalc Id Fut Sumner. 176 acres good
d by males tnat won first prizes at Walllngford,
wood,
onn
Boston, Lawrence, Rea 'lng and Haver- 1 ind, wood lot oonulnlDg 400 corda Jiardfrom
SO
*
ime
oak, aab, hemlock and pine. Cut·
111, Mass., Sherbrooke,Canada, 1WW-J, Lewi» ton,
All kinds of
work with man
baa apple·, pear· and
le., 1904. M a tod with 8 fine females to breed t > 35 tone good hajr,
mile·
from
two
mile
acbool.
one
Located
luma.
I
and horse done promptly.
or own show birds, #2.00 per setUng, 8 for $6.00. *
office
ami
railroad,
rom cburcb*··, «tor··., post
Lhode Island Red Standard free, giving origin,
Addreaa.
L. E. NOYES,
uttlng and care of thla famous breed, very 1 « Dd on telephone Une. W. H. IÏ6WN8,
îtereatlngreadlng-wrltefor one.
Gothic Street, South Paris.
OlO.
Ml. '
Fine

General

Jobbing,

job

WISEMAN, LewUton,

>

/

The Close of the School Year.
The Epworth League plan a picni cl
Saturday afternoon, J flue 25th.
Joseph Tuttle of Montclair, N. J., I SOUTH PARIS VILLAGE SCHOOLS FIJI
visiting relatives here ami at Norway.
1SH THK1K TEBM.—THOSK ADVANCE! )

Oxford democrat

ïhc

SOUTH PAKIS.
uKASV

TKDMK

L. Stone, wife and two eons, ο
Portland, are visiting relatives at Souti
Paris.

Harry

«AILWAÏ.

Commencing June 13,19t<4,
I.KAVK

TRAINS

SOCTH

(dally. Sunday
Sunday only

51 A.
Uoln* I..*» (e»»t)—t
s» r. m.
include- 1 .9 » v. m.. S

6

tiolW'Ψ

Si

κ

s

l·

Miss Eva B. Montgomery of Congres
Street, Portland, is at Ν. ϋ. Elder s fo
a week 's visit.

PARIS

*Wt)-M«A. M- 3:^2 P. M., 10:1 k
Augustus Lord and wife of Beverly
Sunday only • Mass.. are
visiting Mr. Lord's mother
Mrs. W. H. Blake.

! dally· Sunday· Inehnhxl).
a. *·

SOUTH I*AMI® POST OPFIC*.

kiAce lloun:

7 30

a.

M. to 7 30 p.

CHLKCHKS.

«

^nr^llonAlSunday School

κ ire,

Γ;

Flint C.
with bis
Elder, foi

*.

Mrs. Bunting and two daughters ο
Groveton, Ν. 11., havo been with hei
sister, Mrs. Fred S. Chandler, for a fev

12 Μ.■ Y
prayer meeting οι
vvcnln, at 7:30 o'clock A 1. not oW
lBVtlW*
«,» .«. .mnecli<i. w· coMUUy
\ Clifford.
Methodist Church, ββν. Η.
30 a
κ
sundav. morning prayer meeting,9Scboo
45 a *. ; Sabbath
rea. Ulag service 10
H
ν
κi'worth League Meeting, 6:15 P. M.
lira ver meeting 7 P. *·, P™?er
evening. elan- uiectlug. VrtOay evening
l'hun'h. Rev. Π. S.
Sah
μ v. ..reaching service l«:4a a.m.,
p. *·
i:
ρ raver oaeeUng .3»
evening.
rieetlng Tueedav
Church, Rev. J. II. Little. 1 astor
I
Jo p. M_
at
ιΊι» »ervlei- every Sunday
3:3» P. *· *·»«»>»* eervtoe·
!.»>■ Ή-Uool at

;D

1 7
K. at'

"

p

Tueitay

Ρ m.;
P. *■ ; Church

'in*

..

days.

Amos A. Bird has sold his place 01
Hill Street to Edwin E. Parker, who hai
been living in W. L. Blood s house foi
Mr. Parker ha*
t'ie past few months.

Wh»n,,»;aMor

Vm

taken possession.

Rev. Howard Clifford will preach s
memorial sermon to Franklin I ontooi
<ίrange at Farmington, June 19th. Ot
that date Kev. A. S. Ladd will preach al
the Methodist church here.

».

*

t

eTATKU MKKTlNUê.

κ" in·i'iuent.'iiret

Mr A C. Fuller.
Mr. James K. Abbott.

No.
—Mount Pleasant Kebekah Lodge,
each
Mcond and fourth Fridays of
Fellows'Hall.
a odd
w. K. Kimball Post. No. lis. meets
\
u
Saturday evenings of each
lu I third
in 'η i·. A. R- Hall.
meets Iret
λ' Κ. Kimball lie He f Corps
each month, In
ird Saturday evenings of

■'

S. F.

Davis,

Postmaster.

The charter members of W m. K. Kim
ball Relief Corps entertained the othei
members and a few specially invited
guests at their rooms Saturday evening.
An excellent supper was served, followed
Grange, from May 1 to Octl,
Saturday, during the by a programme of toasts and other
■t and third
In
■er ..f the year, meet» every Saturday,
exercises, and the evening was very en-

ιί*—"VsA*

tl'. C —Secon· 1

I

and fourth

Monday* of

s
ί iV p.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
..t,nd and fourth We.loes.lay evenings

meets every
f l-.-llamlln Lodge, No. 31.
κ
Hall.
k·.·
«ν tvcolu^ At Pythian
Paris
-South
America
of
M ,-rii Woodmen
Tuet»·
No. 40367» meet* MCOO'l an«l fourth
"

In tjolden Cross llall.

Mi
IreaniMB.—Parris Council, Nk Λ».
at
Ui»t au.l third Monday evenings

..

t,

<i Rounds of Danville was
relatives here last week.
a.

:

a

guest

is
M »» Clara Stinchtield i>f Portland
ouest of Miss Jessie Tolman.
•vi

Mrs J. ·!. Knielev spent Friday
itViav in Portland with relatives.

K«··..
M; h..
I'aris.

Sidney 1'.
is visiting

Jacksuu of
relatives iu

ami

Ionia,

South

joyable.

The several schools in South Paris vil
with the exception of the Hlgl ,
School,closed the spring term and th< ,
school vear last week, some exercise)
being held in most of them, as notet [
below. It has been a good year forthi ,
schools, with experienced and faithful
teachers, and very satisfactory progrès) ,
has been made.
The High School closes this week, ant
the graduating exercises will be held ir
the Baptist church, Thursday evening ai
S o'clock. The graduating class num
bers fourteen. Music for the exercise»
will be furnished by the Young People s
Orchestra.

lage,

OltAMMAK

INTKKMKI>I ATE.

AND

The Grammar School, Miss I va McAnile teacher, and the Brick Inter
mediate. Miss Susie M. Wheeler teacher,
united in Public Day exercises at tlit
brick school house Friday afternoon.
Invitations hail been sent out, and a
good number of parents and friends wert
in atteudauce. The programme was:

Bonney.

LouWimner.

Ruth

Recitation,

*onit. Men of

"·"*"·

Bolster. Boee Clark. Ruih
una Farrar.

Rolarii Haggett.
Mae i>«ivU
Srhool
Shurt off
.Twelve Glrle.
liervl Churchill.

Harlech,

sViniey

«KS.::::::::::::
Anvil Chorus,
PU.U,

s.,lo

tilaiye"8°K:

Sonic.

uSiiuitlou
SS«»·

am>·

οι«5η

Farrar;

Son*....

Henry Howe.

".."""-Fanny

C?apman.

Helen Barnee.

«

KSl

ReAwtïon;::::::::...

ggg·

TqN^Ii

servit e of the order. The singing was "
names of the pupils who graduby a male quartette, and appropriate re- ateThe
from the Grammar School into the
marks were made by Rev. J. H. Little.

H.^

--

■

and forget God.

Tuesdav of this week being Flag Day,
Win. K. Kimball Post and Relief Corps
will have a picnic in the woods opposite
the Methodist parsonage on Pine Street.
Kev. Mr. Clifford will speak to the children regarding the origiu of the llag.
Supper will be served at Grand Army
Hall at «::«), and later an eutertainment
will be given. Some of the speakers in
the recent W. C. 'Γ. U. medal contests
will give their selections, and there will
be sinking of war sougs and other familiar airs by the company, with Miss Jessie Tolnian at the organ, in addition to
other features. It being Flag Day, it is
requested that as many of the citizens as
possible display a tlag, or at least a
piece of bunting.

hold and cultivate a reverent
spirit. It is not only churches and
cathedrals and holy vessels that are
sacred. Everything is sacred. Life is a
sacred gift. Every day has sacred opportunities. If we realize this sacredness, life will develop like a beautiful
plant carefully tended.
Have a church home. Become affiliated with that church whose faith is nearIt will be a strength to you.
est yours.
It will help you to realize the sacredness
of daily life. It will help you when you
go away from home, among stranger»
aud into temptations. It will help to
strengthen your faith in God and ic
Ever

humanity.

Board at Farm House Wanted.

As under the uew time table in effect

The Democrat is in receipt of a re
Monday moruing, the afternoon trains
leave lli and 41 minutes earlier than be- quest for the addressee of farm hυuβe^

fore, it is necessary that the Democrat where summer boarder» are taken. Κ
should go to press a little more prompt- looks like a simple request to answer,
ly than usual on Mondays, the formel and yet the number of such known placet
arrangement leaving no margin of es in this vicinity is very small, and th<
safety. All who have any matter foi Democrat was able to make only an im
rather indefinite reply
use in the Democrat should take nott perfect and
«ί this. Don't bring in anything latt j There must be quite a number of farn
Monday morning and feel offended if il houses where good accommodations oai
isu't used.
Indeed, don't briug it in be furnished to people desiring to com·
Monday morning at all, if it is possiblt into the country in the summer, and il
to get it here earlier.
Fifty weeks oui the owners of such will let themselvei
of the fifty-two we have more inattei be known to the Democrat, we will for
than we can use Monday morning, moot 1 ward their addresses. This line of busi
*>t which might have been in several dayi 1 ness is capable still of much develop
earlier, at great convenience to all con went, ana opportunities to secure ii

J

I

ν

VARIOUS GRADES.

....Ethel Bennett.
Kullin A. Edwards of Everett. Mass., Recitation,
j(la
*
oldest son of the late Deacon Alexander
V.V.V.V.Giûie*"anil" Ida Dean
Effle
Edwards, died at his home on the 4th
School.
inst.. aged *>4 years, after an illness of S ng, The Ol'l Guard,
The It was an excellent
several weeks with brain trouble.
programme, and
funeral
tk· tb, was attend- wa* heard with much pleasure by a
ed hv Vs. ϋ. Idvaidi aid wife, Mis» good number of parents and friends.
Annie Edwards and Charles Edwards, of Printed
provided,
programmes were
this towu.
with covers in hand work from a design
Mount Mica Lodge, 1. O. O. F., and made by George Clark. An exhibition
work in drawMount Pleasant Uebekah Lodge, held was made of some of the
their annual memorial service Sunday ing which the scholars have done, lne
for instruction
afteiuoou.
Proceeding to Riverside two schools have united
in music and drawing, Miss Wheeler
of
the
decorated
graves
Cemetery, they
dra
deceased members there, with the usual teachiug music aud Miss McArdle

One of the men brought out by SaturM;
ami Mrs. Frank Foster of Hart- day's caucus who was greeted with
on
s
Park
D.
A.
at
rd were visitors
pleasure by many friends wa> Hanuibai
(i. Browu "of West Paris, one of the best
Thursday.
known citizens of the town. It was his
John Akers and wife of Errol, Ν. H.,
first visit to South Paris for tive years,
a
is
Akers
Mrs.
.treat 1 F. Evans'.
and those who know what his physical
Evans.
s.ster of Mrs.
condition has been were surprised to
Miss Millie Parlin entertained a few see how little he showed the effects of
her friends at her home last Thursday his illness, and to note that he spoke in
the caucus with all his old-time straight«•veiling and a tine time was had.
forward clearness and vigor.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Russell of East
with
Miiuner spent Saturday and Sunday
The Baccalaureate Sermon.
Mrs. Russell's aunt. Mrs. Α. Γ). Park.
The baccalaureate sermon before the
in
Dr. Γ. I.. Buck is busily engaged
graduating class of Paris High School
Maiue, hut ex- was given at tbe I niversalist church
r u tice at Island Falls,
Aroosin
work
from his
ν t.. return
1
Sunday at the regular hour of service,
>k Co. in a few weeks.
12:91) Ρ* M., by the pastor. Rev, J.
Little. The church, vestry and ladies
Hie usual Sunday excursion to Berlin
which were all thrown open,
last Sunday, to continue parlor,
was started
The train goes were tilled to their full seating capacity.
t· roimli the summer.
The class, fourteen in number, marched
a. VI.. and hack at ·> p. m.
i|. .it 1»'
in marshaled by Ray Chapman, and took
a
the seats reserved for them in front.
Loy S. Eyster, who was formerly
Mr. Little 8p<>ke from two texts: 1
resident "f >o«th Paris, but some years
town
in
since weut to Boston, has been
Thess. .">:21 : "Prove all things; hold
road
the
He is now ou
; I few days.
fast that which is good.' John 8.J2.
y0 shall know the truth, anil the
selling pianos.
truth shall make you free." From these
Mrs. J. II. Jones and son Philip are in
texts he spoke in substance somewhat as
l; st .11 for a month's visit with relatives.
follows:
Mr. Jones accompanied them when they
Students of the class of 1<H)4, as you go
wut >n Friday, but remained in Boston
out from this school, some of you to
mlv two or three days.
higher studies, some to the active duties
I s. Richards, a well-known Maine of life, I have this common word for
« outrai conductor, who has run on the
vou
The equipment you have received
Mountain Division for years, is speud- "here is simply that which prepares you
with his sister, for life's duties.
In performing those
p.irt of his vacation
Mrs A.M. Yates, and is taking in some duties, it is to be presumed that you
have an ideal. Never lose sight of it.
..f the tishing in the vicinity.
But if it proves false or imperfect, then
M.ss Anna C'alden of Sew York, one
allegiance to a higher.
.f the leading expert embroidery artists change your
In seekiug a fuller conception of your
the country, will be at tlie store of
ideal, keeep in mind our second text,
Mrs. K. A. llowe Thursday, Friday and
And ve shall know the truth, and the
to give exhibiweek,
this
of
-sitturday
truth shall make you free." Seek truth.
tions uu'd free instruction in art needleSome truths may be fully grasped.
work.
Others will unfold before you as you
Mrs. Clara Andrews, who has been in advance. When you know as you are
with
Massachusetts for several weeks
known, all the mysteries of the unkown
relatives, returned home last \N ednes- shall be revealed to you, and you will resisher
joice iu having held to the search. Seek
>lay. She was accompanied by
ter. Mrs. Ramsdell, of Lynn, Mass., who persistently—to the end of time to the
with
relatives
weeks
a
few
will s]>end
end «.f your soul-existence.
Our text is true, because if the truths
and frieuds in Paris.
are fullv grasped, tliey will make us
Mrs. II. A. Hilton spent last week in
free—free from fear and narrowness.
Portland. She went down to assist her
If you know all the truth, you will say
v,ter. Mrs. Ilarry Wade, in arranging
to all who may oppose you, whether as
and settling In her new home on Pine
frieuds or bitter enemies, "1
Mr. Wade has just moved to doubting
Mreet
know it. Nothing can overthrow it.
Portland from Newport. He is quite
And as you progress, you will learn that
«ell known iu this village.
ill 11 tit lis are related una connected
were
at
wife
and
( h is. I).
Kellogg
parts of one harmonious whole.
are
All this will call for certain qualities.
>outh Paris Thursday night. They
from First, courage.
In seeking the best
on au automobile trip, having come
and
their
with
carriage,
things you will tiud yourself above the
Philadelphia
Because all are not seeking
went from here toward Poplar Hotel, masses.
New rv, where they have spent soiue high ideals, others will oppose you—
some gently, ;is friends, some bitterly.
time in previous summers.
It will try your soul, aud test courage
Rev. II. A. Clifford called at the Chadsuch as tlie soldier should have. Cultiwick House, near Mouniueat Square in
In the end you will
vate that
Portland, last Tuesday to see Mr. J. S. overcome courage.
Xoble men
the opposition.
4 lapp and daughter, recently of Paris.
and women the world over appreciate
They are very much pleased with the moral courage, even in a mistaken cause,
the House,
patronage that has come to
the credit that is due.
Portland as a place of and will give you
as well ;is with
With courage, patience. Gen. G rant's
residence.
course at Vicksburg and before RichThe store of Mrs. L. M. Lunt was mond, bound to "tight it out on this liue,
entered during the night of Thursday, if it takes all summer," is one of the
the 2d, aud somethiug like thirty-five finest examples of that patieuce which
dollars" worth of goods was taken. the soldier should combine with courage
Kntrance was gained through a window —a patieuce which astonished the world.
The goods Inch by luch, foot by foot, he pressed
in the rear of the store.
taken were mostly jewelry ami small forward, and won. Without patience,
was made
the
affair
of
No report
wares.
your courage, impelling to rashuess,
public immediately, aud officers were may even be a source of defeat.
Have faith in others. 1 might say,
put at work on the case, but so t'ar the
thieves have not been apprehended.
faith in yourself aud in others. Not
but a just appreciation of your
Henry M. Wheeler, who has been with egotism,
Have faith in others too.
own abilities.
hie soù, A. O. Wheeler, at Mountain
There is good in them, even in those
View Farm, for some time, and has
who oppose you, and possibilities of
been in poor health, died Wednesday
in every man.
evening. Funeral services were held good
Have faith in God. To attain your
here Friday afternoon, and Saturday
victoiy, you must hold fast to
morning the remains were taken to greatest
the hand of the Infinite who placed us
Portland, where further services were here.
Study the lives of the leaders of
held. Ile was a member of several
the world, aud you will liud that the
orders, and of Boswortli Post, G. A. K..
and best of them were those
of Portland, having served in a Massa- greatest
who reached up iu sublime faith, and
chusetts regiment during the war.
seemed to touch the Infinite and Eterlife was
The summer schedule on the Grand nal. Abraham Lincoln's early
he made
Trunk went into effect Monday morn- under rough conditions, aud
of
The early aud late trains are as little profession of any special degree
ing.
the story of his life we
they have been for several summers, faith. Yetiu
steadfast faith which
the forenoon trains remain as they have learn of his
of several trial
been for some years, ami the afternoon throughout all bis years
trains are earlier than ever before. kept him in touch with the Intinite.
needed by a
The times are, going east, 4:ôI, 9:30 a. Especially is this faith
as some
lies,
man whose
a.
way
10DO
».,
west,
young
:5:5s*
p.
m.;
m.,
going
10:15 p. m. The early and late seem to do, along the path of continua
trains run on Sunday as usual, and the ous prosperity. Such a man is in parsituation, because in
Sunday excursion train arrives from ticularly dangerous
himPortland at 10:22 a. M., and leaves on his prosperity he is likely to regard
self as the source of all his prosperity,
the return at 0:00 v. m.

cerned.
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Advertised letters iu South Paris posl
office, June 13, 11H)4:
r F. Williams
Μη». Hiram Moore.

KmuUu
No. 94.
y t V M.—l'arls Lodge,
on or before full moon,
.tin* Tuesday evening
meetregular
Lodge,
Mica
r -Mount
rhurcbv tfcolnc of each wte*.—Aurora
evenings
third
Monday
and

■

Elder of Maiden, Mass., i:
grandmother, Mrs. Koxann;
several weeks' stay.

IN

should be improved.

High

are:

Henry Muzzy.
Percy Leroy Turner.
Carlêton Roun<U Berry.
Harrv Alton TUcoml).
Carl Howard Roblneon.
Charles

Murphy.

Pupils graduating

Marguerite Swan.

G^rtu"!»' Howanl,
Harold Holt,
Florence Oleeon,
Rulan'l Ilaggett,
ν lit. dark

Getia
Young.
Harland

Damon,
Merton Hllller,
Ethel Bennett,

the

from

Brick

Hattte Crockett.
Hannora Martin,

? !?« rnrtSI'

John Curt»e,

Howaru,
Mabel Cha»e

Sa«lte

Ρ*®00·

7î!iîfcorJwell
l»ora Cordwtu,

Cora Wight.
Those who have not missed one-half

day:

CoraWUihtj

Merton Hllller,
Κ liner Lune,

Percy Oauion,

Kenneth Wltham,
Berrvl Churchill,

Ralph Ka.Hrton.
Walter I'ratt,

▲

Well,

NORWAY.

Paris Caucuses.

it looked like a

meeting II Est].,

extending their congratulaM utic.
the successful termination ol
Ida Mae Marston
Salutatory, Greainess
were assembled for the caucus of Satur !
Eva Grace Goodwin
his Boston Herald contest in which he Class History
day afternoon, and it took an hour ant 1 is one of the five successful and as a re- Oration, Some I m port π at Factors In the....
Carl Γ ride Mixer
Education of Voutl
three-quarters to get through the busi sult will take a trip of ten days to the
Music.
nessof the two separate bodies whosi 1
St. Louis fair about the last of June and
Poem, Lessons Learned from Nature
constituent members were the same.
Miriam Louise Calef
And although not everybody was sue ;
after a very Peasant Prophecy, Illustrated by Messrs. Records,..
Plummer,
cessful, everybody wenthome gocw vacation of ten
Baron
1904
and
Akers.
Jingle Book,
to
returned
days, has
Charlotte J. Young.
^
natured, and bound to work for the sue his work at the Advertiser.
The
of Nature,
Beauties
Essay,
U
cess of the party.
It's a good thing
has
several
Tessa
Ray Tblbodeau.
George R. Stephenson
have a waking up once in a while.
Music.
canoes and boats ready for
oraei
to
The town caucus was called
It is acknowledged that Mr. Stephenson Presentation of Gifts,...Maurice Vivian Brown.
by Franklin Maxim, chairman of tUi 1 manufactures the best canoes and row Valedictory, Our Own State, ..Lola Bean Smith.
af
e
minutes
five
town committee, at
Singing of Class Ode.
boats in the state. They And a ready
two. Alton C. Wheeler was chosei market and ^
The class '04, Norway High School,
rooms
manufacturing
chairman of the caucus and Arthur λ are crowded with work all the time. consisted of twenty-two members, with
Forbes secretary.
officers as follows:
Few understand the extent of
The caucus proceeded to ballot foi ness without a visit to Mr.
President—Carl Pride Mixer.
s
Stephenson
and
Vice-President—Lola Dean imlth.
delegates to the state convention,
work rooms at the outlet of the lake.
Thurston DeCostsr.
Secretary—Clarlbel
in
o!
favor
Silas P. Maxim spoke briefly
Memorial Day was observed by the
Treasurer— Alvln L. Cotton.
Mr. Fernald'e candidacy. Pnnt®d bal
Executive Committee—Edward Lewis Burmembers of Norway Lodge, No. 16, 1. O.
John Thomas Austin, George L. Sanborn,
lots had been distributed, and the vot- Ο
F.. Sunday afternoon, with appro- nell,
Ethel Mae Bradbury and Miriam Louise Calef.
ing proceeded rapidly.
services and the decoration of
priate
The members arc:
The count showed the election of the the
graves of deceased brothers.
Fernald ticket by a vote of 12:5
English Course
Anderion, Harold Albert,
At the annual meeting of the stock
Austin, John Thomas,
English Course.
11 for the Cobb ticket. The delegates
holders of the Old Ladies' Home Wed- Brown, Ernest Llnwood
English Course.
chosen are James S. Wright, George M.
Classical Course.
on Brown, Maurice Vivian,
nesday afternoon, the annual
English Course.
Atwood, Henry D. Hammond, Peter C. of officers took place with the following Bradburv. Ethel Mae.
Burnell.'Edward I cwle
English Course.
Fickett, and C. E. McArdle. Theinamee results:
Calef, Miriam Louise,
English Course.
on the Cobb ticket were N. Dayton I
PresMent—M?e. Freelam! Howe.
English Course.
Cotton, Alvln L
VIce-1'reeldent *1 re Ο. Ν. Bnnlbury.
Dexter, Cora Marlon,
English Course.
Bolster, William J. Wheeler, George B.
I Secretary—Adelaide ShattuckDeCoster,Clarlbel Thurston,..Academic Course.
Crockett, George W. Ridlon, and Loren I Treasurer—Mrs.
English Course.
Cyrue S. Tucker.
Dlnsmore, Rlgnall Sanford
B. Merrill.
Eva Grace,
English Course.
Goodwin,
The following are among those who
Classical
Course.
The delegates were then instructed,
William
Chester,
Home,
conven- Mann, Harrington S
English Course.
bv vote of the caucus, to vote for Β. M· attended the Universalist State
Course.
an I Marston. Ida Mae,
:
Dr.
week
English
tion
this
at
Auburn
Fernald for governor, and to
Frye,
English Course.
A. Bennett, Rev. 'C. E. Millett, WilliamMaud
honorable means to secure his nomina- Mrs. Servilla
Merrill, Cleora
English Course.
Academic Course.
Angell, Delia M. Noyes, Mr. and Mrs. Mixer, Carl Prldo,
tion. A motion to amend this by
Classical Course.
Lola Dean,
Beck
H.
brank
Smith,
Frank
A.
Mrs.
Danforth,
instructions to support Col. I Γθ8ε°"
English Course.
Sanborn, Geo-ge L-,
Mrs. Stephen B. Cummings.
the event that Mr. Fernald could not be and
English Course.
Thlhodeau, Tessa Ray
the
has
A.
J.
Academic
Course.
Stearns,
J
purchased
Charlotte
Esq.,
Young,
nominated, led to considerable discus
building on Deering Street ίοΓΙΤ1®Γ'*
Rion. and was defeated.
as a pool room and
1804.—Hebron Academy.— 1904.
For delegates to the county conven- occupied by Dyer
later by Ned Cross as a bicycle repair
tion, choice was made of
AND
CENTENCOMMENCEMENT WEEK
Bolster Albert W.
Walker, Franklin
Howe, Jr., has accepted a
NIAL CELEBRATION.
Everett
George W. Cole, and
left
with a Pittsburg firm. He
Chase. There was no opposition, loi position
town Tuesday for his new work.
Sunday, June 12, 1004. Baccalaureate
printed ballots being cast.
John F. Home of Portland made his Sermon at 11 o'clock in the Baptist
Under the article to choose a town
<>
first
visit
the
a
short
church by Rev. George E. Horr, D. D., of
committee to serve for the yeare lMM Norway people
Boston.
and 1906, it was voted on motion oi
of
Morrison
and
Freeland
iKohley
Hon. James S. Wright that a committee
Monday, June 13. Examinations of
Falls
are visiting their grand- lower classes.
Rumford
a
town
Annual. Prize Debate in
of five be appointed to nominate
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Howe.
the church at 8 o'clock p. m.
of five. J. S Wright Henry parents,
F W Faunce is attending the session
1). Hammond, John L. Mai shall, N.
Tuesday, June 14. Meeting of the
Court as juror, trustees at 10 a.m. Iiase ball
game at
Da ν ton Bolster, and W. E. Curtis were of the U. S. District
Mr. Henry Merrill ofSouth 1
Westbrook against Hebron
committee this week.
o'clock,
nominating
the
Paris supplies Mr. Faunce's
\fter a short recess they reported the
Academy. Reception by the senior class
at
Sturtevant
L.
to alumni and friends
Arthur
names of the following:
Γ
No.
(^stle
Oxford
Home from 8 o'clock to 10.
Forbes, Alton C. Wheeler, Arthur L.
of
(i.
L.
2. K. G. E., consisting
Graduation
Wednesday, June 13.
Mann, Ε. E. Field, George M. Atwood,
I). M. French, J. W. exercises at the church at 10 a. m. and 3
and those live were duly chosen town H. L. S'lummer,
Richardson
G.
W.
Sash, James Everett,
o'clock p. m.
Concert by Temple Quarcommittee for 1905-6.
C W Evirs, G. W. Winslow, E. G. Felt tette of Boston in the church at 8 o'clock
This completed the business of the
a meeting P. M.
attended
H.
Glidden
and
H.
caucus, and it immediately adjourned.
of the grand officers of the order at AuThursday, June 16. Centennial celeTHE REPRESENTATIVE CAUCUS.
burn and Lewiston,
Wednesday and bration of the academy. Oration at
a
most
candidate
a
to
nominate
pleasThe caucus
Thursday. They report
10:30 A. M. by Ex. Gov. John I). Long.
for representative to the legislature was
Dinner at 12:30. Speeches in the church
the
lecture
attended
fair
audience
A
N.
to
order
called
once
at
Dayton
at 3 o'clock p. m.
by
Al- bv Rev. W. L. Beard of Foochow, China.
Bolster of the district committee.
On this day special trains morning
bert D. Park was chosen chairman ana Tuesday evening. Mr. and Mrs. Beard and evening on the P. and R. F. Ry.
were teachers in China at the time of north and south to accommodate those
Arthur E. Forbes secretary.
the Boxer uprising. The lecture was coming in the morning and returning at
The business of nominating a
date then coming before the caucus, the
night.
D. Andrews lias gone west for
chairman declared nominations in °rder'
but no prompt response being made, a a three weeks' business trip. During
Suicide at Rumford.
motion to proceed to ballot was made his absence he will visit the St. Louis
Early Friday morning, Millard F. Virand carried. II. G. Brown of West Paris
Rowe place at Steep Falls has! gin, aged 48 years, a well-known farmer
then rose, and explaining that his hearof Rumford Corner, shot himself through
ing uot being acute, he had not un(1®r· been sold to IL J. Knights who will the
temple and killed himself instantly.
stood all that had been done, and lie take possession in the fall.
Mrs. Joseph M. Odiorne of Richmond Mr. Virgin was found, by his wife, dead,
wished permission to make a nominain his bedroom about 5 o'clock. For
tion. It was granted him by unanimous is visiting her sister, Mrs. E. F. Smith,
some weeks he had been in poor health
for a few days.
Mrs. James Favor entertained her and the cause of the deed is supposed to
Brown then presented the claims
Thirteen years ago,
of the north end of the town with con- mother, Mrs. Cyrus Hayes, of Oxford, have been insanity.
Mr. Virgin while temporarily insane, as
siderable force, stating that West 1 aris
Iîickford graduates from Farm- was supposed, jumped into the river
had had only two representatives m
was
about fifty years; that it had not tra e
ington Normal School, four years intending to drown himself. He for
rescued and could give no reason
away or surrendered its claims, as bad courte, and Alice I. Frost graduates
Miss Bickford attempting to take his life. He leaves a
been alleged; and that the nomination from Bates College.
and four children, the oldest being
in right and "justice belonged to West taught during the last two years of her wife
of age.
Ho closed by presenting the course at the school and Miss Frost is a boy twenty years
Paris
name of C. Howard Lane of West I aris, one of four girls named for honors in
when

the Republican voters of Parti 1 tiens

Haroltl Holt,
Irving Barrowe,
Ruth rarrar.

?Î°ri^Ti
«U

lilf rMi.'i
Child,
Myrtle

o

Philip Bonney.

SHUBTLEFF INTERMEDIATE.

the

Shurtleff

Cllffonl Cash.
Cecil Maxim.
Vernou Ο esou.
Herbert Woodworth.

Those not absent one-half
the term are:
Kddle Lowell.
Bertha Wight.
Rae Newton.
Koliert Purlin.
Harold Merrill.

Many Children in Sickly.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children
by Mother G jay. s nurse In Children
Home. New York, Break up Cold· In 24 hour*
cure Feverish ness, Headache, Stomach Trouble*
AI
Teething Disorder·, and Destroy Worm·. Ad
all drngfrlst·, 29c- Sample mailed FREE.
Y.
Ν.
8.
Allen
LeRoy,
Olmeted,
dree·,
η ted

are

—

sweating feet and makes new or tight ihoeseaay
Auk to-day for Allen'· Fooi-Ea*.
Accept nc
Add re··, A
substitut*. Trial package FREE.
8. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y7

Writing to
!

eject

even

tion and lace

Next to Post

cuff,

^

%°Μγ.

UlMaTy

day duriug

Ivan Waldron.
Elsie Holmsn.

Irving Lowell.

Frec'and Wit ham.
Ethel Campbell.

Of these four had gone to W est Par,h
men, seven to Paris Hill men, and five to
South Paris men. In view of this history he did not think it could fairly be
asserted that West Paris had fared badly or that South Paris, with its lar$,e
proportion of the Republican vote, was
grasping in asking for the nomination at
He nominated Walter I..
this time.

l,Mr.

"τίιβ Republican District Committee hunting, nature study, archery, photogconsisting of John A. Roberts of Nor- raphy, etc. As their guide in woodway, George J. Parrott of Oxford and craft, Mr. Seton will coutribute weekly
Charles W. Cuminings of Hebron have to the Sunday Herald talks on wild life
called the caucus for nomination ot in the woods, with hints on camping,
representative at the Opera House, Noi-1 hunting, Ashing, etc.
Wivy, urtuuivitij,

The

meeting

wuuo

following

αuvu,

«

α.

«ι,

regular
Monday evening elected the

Browning
officers:

Club

at its

President— Mr*. Hiram Llbby.
Exercises were held Thursday afterBrown responded with a very
Vice-President—Mre. Alice woodsum.
with the following programme:
brief reference to the time when RepubSecretary ami Treasurer— Mrs. Kverett Blck
School
"Bill
lican votes elected
Frothingham, nell.
Sons, Happy Greeting to All,
l*ecTamatlon, Be Careful What You Say
the Democratic candidate, evoking quite
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ilutchins have
Koliert Parlln.
moved from Maraton Street to the Wood
t>eciauiation, Tommy's Lesson of Love,
1 F King seconded the nomination of
Vernon Oleson.
farm on Pike Hill for the summer.
Recitation, Learn a Little Every Day
Gray, referring particularly to the
The Indians gave a very good show
Gladys Damon need of work in behalf of
municipal
at Concert Hall, Saturday evening. It
Souk, Labor Makes the Bov a Man,
Boys' Quartette. lighting rights for South Paris.
was well attended and the war paint,
Recitation, Drank His Wife's St-irch
The ballot was then taken with the
customs, etc., were fully appreciated.
Marlon Everett.
result:
following
Cash.
Cllffonl
The Universalist
Declamation. Nobody's Child
Sunday School
Recitation, I'll I>o Whit I Can. .I.ottle Oleson. Whole iinml>er of votes
officers are as follows:
r.ji
Β
Class
to
a
choice
Hiawatha's
Saldn?,
Poem,
Nece-HHry
ϋτ""
Walter L. Gray
Superintendent—S. Β Gumming*.
I>eclamallon, Make a Beginning Lad
{«'
Vice Superintendent—Mre. F. A. Danforth.
Etlille Lowell.
120
C. Η Line
anil Trea* —C F. KM Ion.
Sec.
....Six girls.
Dialogue, Occupation of Girl»,
Mr. Lane mounted a settee and moved
Abu». Secretary— Kda V. Frost
Declamation, The l'oint of View
8. Ak tb.
Librarian—C.
the
nomination
make
unanimous,
to
Woolworth.
Herbert
1st A set. Librarian—Elsie A. Favor.
Recitation, Receipt for Making Bread
nledging his hearty support and urging
id A net. Librarian—Fred Swan.
Morton Ellis
that of every one else. The motion was
Chorister— M re. C. S. Alters.
Girls
Sonar, Springtime,
Asst. Chorister—Charlotte Young.
Iv in Waldron. carried, and the caucus adjourned, a
Declamation, The Tramp
Rae Newton. little before 4 o'clock.
Drum solo,
The best of reports come from the
When Papa Was a Rov
Declamation.
v
Maine Central General Hospital concernCecil Maxim.
Oxford County Delegates.
GlrK
Dolls· briil',"."
ing George II. Dunn. It is expected
Declamation. Over ami Over Again. Rae Newton.
The delegates to the Republican state that Mr. Dunn will return to his home
Ada Turner.
Recitation, Valedictory
and county conventions choseu in the in a few days.
Class and school song.
Nellie Hayden of Fairfield is stopping
several Oxford County towns, so far as
with her brother at her grandmother's
SHl'KTLKKK PRIMARY.
reported are as follows:
on Pleasant Street.
TO STATE CONVENTION.
The Shurtleff Primary School, Miss
C. E. Ilolt, Esij., is painting his buildEmma E. Shurtloff teacher, had closing
Bethel—A. E. Derrick. J.M. Phllbrook, K. S.
Horace Sawon Pleasant Street.
ings
exercises Thursday afternoon, with the Kllborn.
Brownfleld—C. E. Hill. K. G. Giles, Hiram
and crew are the men in charge of
yer
following programme:
Getchell.
the work.
Denmark—lohn Colby.
We'come song by class.
.John S. Harlow.
George E. Buck was before the Muf Spring Flowers,
Dlxlleld—Henry O- Stanley,M.
A.
M.
Smart,
I Railroad Train,
Kryeburg— A. P. Gordon,
nicipal Court Monday to answer to an
McKeen.
Bessie's
I
Grandmothers,
Wesley
Dialogues,
assault and battery upon his wife. lie
Hanover—W.8. Howe.
I Mother Goose,
was found guilty and sentenced to pay a
Hiram—Peter B. Young, Ezra W. Bo.-worth.
t Flag Drill.
W.C.
L.
C.
K.
Trask.
Howard,
Recitations.
Mexico—lohn
fine of $1 and costs, taxed at 912. He
Elsie Chapman. Steven», R L. Taylor.
Throe O'clock In the Morning,
and was discharged.
Norway—E. E. Andrew», W. W. Whltmar»h, paid
Knowledge Crops
...Chester Easeon.
Nina Pratt
C. W. Ryerson, A. J. Steam».
Thursday morning Charles West was
L' gend of the woodpecker,
3. Wright, George M. Atwood, sentenced to Paris
Penfold.
l'art»—James
\ Youthful Worm
jail for intoxication
Raymond
Lovel Chun-hill. Henry D. Hammond, Peter C. Klckett, C. K.
The Kuwlng Place.
for ninety days.
L«lan<l Hllller. MeArdle.
Little Whimiisy
Dr. Servilla A. Bennett was arrested
Ernest Talbot
Rumford—Waldo Pettenglll, George 1>. His
τ
What's the Use
Wendell Howe. liee, Elliott W. Howe, Walter G. Morse, Ralph
Dandy .llm.
Deputy Sheriff Thaddeus Cross, Friby
Martin.
J.
H.
Wirt
Winnie Brnoks. T. Parker,
Colby,
The Legend of the Camel
on a warrant charging him with a
day,
F Stetson, Dr. E. J. Mare ton.
Cllffoni.
.Sievle
Sumner—S.
My Kdiry
sale of intoxicating liquors. He waived
CONVENTION.
TO
COUNTY
Other recitations by:
examination before the Municipal Court
Bethel —H. II. Hastings, J. U. Purlngtou, C.
Mary Cllffonl. Alice Pierce,Lulu Davis, Ernest M. Kimball.
Friday morning and appealed to the
Lizzie
Hattle
Gowell,
Muzzy.
Berry.
Buckflekl—Frederick R. Dyer.
October term of the Supreme Judicial
Closing exorcise by class.
Reed.
O.
Byron—A.
Court next to be held at Paris.
Presoutlng of diplomas.
Denmark—C. O. PendexterEmerson Kilgore and Orin Tubbs were
Dlxfleld—Willis W. Watte, J* h η 8. Ifar'ow.
The names of those not absent oneII.
L.
T.
Kastman,
A
P.
Gordon,
Frveburg—
run down by a runaway team near the
half day are:
W. Cousine.
M. E. church, Monday. Mr. Kilgore
Lovel Churchill
Stephen Cllffonl.
Gllead—S. A. Coffin.
Leland Hllller.
and Mr. Tubbs were thrown from their
Erne-t Talbot.
Hanover— H. E. Dyer.
Chester Easson.
Winnie Brooks.
Hlrain—Almon Young, Llewellyn A. Wade- carriage, which was considerable of a
Philip lones.
Lula Pavne.
worth.
wreck after the collision, but escaped
Victor ampbell.
Henry Flngg.
Mason—Κ. I. Bean.
Alice Pierce.
Margtret Brldghain
Mexico—H. T. Richards. Henry W. Park, Ki- without serious injuries.
Harold Blood.
Mary Cllffonl.
wi η H. G'c ison, W. C. Stevens
C. B. Cumrainge & Sons are putting in
Arlene Flagg.
Norway—Herbert F. Andrews, Herman L a line of pipe to their Bridge Street mill
F. Rld!on, Charles W. Ryerson.
Charles
Kart'ctt,
one-half
but
Those absent
day:
I'arl*— Horace N. Bo'ster, Albert W. Walker, yard for a private hydrant.
Kavmond Penfold. Margie Parlln.
Franklin Maxim, Geo. W. Cole, C. Everett
Alice I. Frost, who graduates from
Chester Easeon ami Lovel Ihun-blll have not Cha-e.
Bates this year, has accepted a position
iKtn abecnt one half day during the school year.
Roxbury—Albert W. Robbing.
Rumford—Aretas E. Stearns, Louis Η Veil- as assistant in the Dexter High School.
The names of thoso promoted from
leux, Nahum Moore, Hollls C. Dunton, J. W. The position is considered an excellent
Shurtleff Primary to Shurtleff Inter- Stuart, C H. Abbott, D. Murray Travis.
one.
Sumner—Llewellyn B. Hen Id, Charles II.
mediate are:
Improvements are being made at the
Bonney.
Stephen Clifford.
Lovel Chun-hlli.
head of Water Street on Bridge by the
Raymond Penfold.
Krnest Talbot.
Wendell Howe
Base Ball.
Cheater Easson.
telephone companies by placing all the
Inland Hllller.
Wlnfleld Brooks.
wires on one pole instead of
telephone
Klele
Chapman.
Nina Pratt.
three. The two extra ones are to be
and
Paris
between
schedule
The game
taken down. The change is much apPLEASANT 8ΤΒΚΚΓ PRIMARY.
Norway High Schools was canceled by
preciated.
Nortime
is
the
second
This
The Pleasant Street Primary School, Norway.
Miss Annie M. Jenne teacher, closed way lias canceled its games with Taris
The best excursion ihat we have seen
Paris has made
Friday afternoon with a programme of this year, iyid although
the Great World's Fair at
several attempts to arrange games with announced to
exercises appropriate to "Bird Day."
avoided playing each St. Louis la being arranged by Editor
The following scholars in this school them, they have
team for a C. W. Robbins of the Old Town Enhave not been absent one-half day dur- time. Paris has a strong
school team and Norway knows it, terprise, who has won an eviable repu:
term
high
the
ing
conductor." Mr.
and so has avoided playing rather than tation as a "personal
Hilda Chandler,
Willie Abbott,
has traveled extensively and
Arthur Dow,
be defeated. After Norway Iligh can- Robbins
Mariorle Ch -ndler,
Earl Flfleld.
very popular exAshley Edwards,
celed, a game was arranged with the has conducted many
Roger Millett,
Marion Gray.
cursions during the past ten years. His
defeated
This
team
town
team.
Norway
Gladys Splller.
Louie will cover fourteen
the Paris team by a score of 10 to δ in a trip to St.
Freeman Abbott and Walter Davis
days and include one day at Niagara
game.
loosely
played
have been absent only one half day.
Falls, nine days at the exposition, a
Grace Howard and Eula Millett are
steamer trip on the Misssissippi river and
Brick
the
to
Card of Thanks.
advanced from this school
other attractions which he is arranging.
Intermediate.
We deeire to express our eincere and Mr. Robbins has just returned from a
heartfelt thanks to the neighbors and visit to the fair, making his fourth trip
PORTKK 8ΊΒΚΚΤ PKIMARY.
friends who have so kindly assisted and to St. Louia since ground was broken
Number registered 56, average attend- sympathized with us in great bereave- for the Exposition. His party will leave
5:
ance 49.47. Those promoted to Grade
ment. We especially offer our thanks Maine on Tuesday, June 21, and will be
Alton M. Porter.
to the members of the X. P. Lodge for in St. Louis during the National EducaPhilip c. Bolster.
Andrews.
C.
Ralph
I .ester K. Henrv.
their assistance and kindness at this tional Convention, which makes the
Willie L. Frothlngham. Joyce A. Whitney.
attractive one for
Nora A. Dunham.
time.
trip an
Florence Swallow.
Mrs, Η. M. Whkelkb.
teachers. Write him for itinerary and
Not absent one-half day :
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Wheeler.
rates.
Mildred Maxim
PhlUpC Bolater.
Slocum.
Mr. and Mrs. 6. G. Wheeler.
Alton *. Porter.
JCvelyn
Llule Kaln.
Le ter Ε Henry.
George Burbick, a sawyer employed
Clarence Wlnsfow.
C. Belle Ames.
the Fish River Lumber Co. at Eagle
KrancH Chapman.
A State Federation of Labor wat
Fred Chase.
Harold Abbott.
organized at Augusta last week, witb {Lake, suffered a horrible death on
Harlan Dennlson.
George Hollla.
a«
Tuesday. He lost control of the carHenry Μ. Donnelly of Biddeford
Those absent one-half day :
A resolution was adopted riage and was carried into the rotary saw
president.
Newell Powers.
Marie Newton.
charging the Mine Owners1 Association and inetantly killed. His body was
Lena K. Everett.
and Governor Peabody with the reeponsl· sawed off together with his left arm,
Absent one day:
I bllity for the present oondition of law· diagonally, commencing below his left
:"""·■l·
shoulder.
lesinesa in Colorado.

noon

Mr."

especially

J**·»®'*»£*;·

'•^^tSimtLÎLSStSiu.·

{by

Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with Local Applications, as they cannot reach
thereat of the disease. Catarrh Is a blood or
constitutional disease, and In order to cure It
Hall's Cayou must take internal remedies.
tarrh Cure Is taken internally and acts directly
Hall's C'aon the blood ami muous surfaces.
tarrh Cure Is not a q lack medicine. Itwasprescrllied by one of the best physicians In this
country for years, and is a regular prescription.
It Is composed of the best tonics known, combined with the best blood purifiers, acting direct
ly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two ingredients Is what produces
such wonderful results In curing Catarrn. Send
for textlmonlals, free.
F.J.CHENEY 4 CO,Toledo, U.
Hall's

Family ï'Ula arc the best.

wishes

Office, South

OF NEW YORK,

OUR SUCCESS is due to

—

R^ST.

WE CAN DO THE

rr ALL ARE INVITED TO ATTEND.

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

South Paris.

St.,

Dr. Austin

TWO PIECE SUITS.

Tenney,

will be at Elm House,
and 3d
month.

Tuesday, May 17,
of each following
hours, 10:3ο

α. m. to 4
Examined free.

Our
A vest is a useless piece of clothing on hot summer days.
for not wearing one.
are designed to furirsh a valid excuse
suits
piece

Office

p. m.

PRICES $5., $7.50, $10.

my

STRAY DOG.
large St. Bernard dog came

place Friday, June
may have the

owner

ing propei ty.

Ο. E.

The

3.

same

to

by

prov-

BARROWS,

South Paris, Me.

IVOTICK.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
hue ttecn duly appoint»! administratrix with
the will annexed of the estate of
NATHAN MORSE, late of l'arle,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonde h h the law directs. All persons having
demand· agalnet the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
A LICE G. ROSS.
May 17th, 1904.

Riitfermilk
for

pigs

cent

for sale at

always

We

One

Creamery.

South Paris, Me.

per gillon.

Attention

Everybody.

have

Oats and Corn

on

hand Pure

ground together,
ground with care by our

24 years.

Bethel, June A, Mrs Mary W. Klllngwood,

In North Lovcll, May 24, Mrs. Mchttable Kv
ans, aged 74 years, tf months, 17 days.
In Bryant's I'ond, June 4, lufaot child of Mr.
:iod Mrs. Κ rank Newell, a ted 7 month.1).
In Fryeburg, June 2, Charles lilckford, aged
<!3 years.
In Bethel, June β, Walter M. Brown, aged n'J
years.
In RumfurtI, June 10, Millard F. Virgin, aged
48 years.

NOTICE.
The parties that broke down and carried off
od
my signs, "No Trespassing," on my land
Purls Tllll road, opposite the watering trough
eau have five < ays to return them, as I have the
η urnes of the partie that committed this act, and
unless they are returned I fhall put H Into the
hands of an officer.
W. J. WHEELER.

A. E. Shurtleff,

Local Agent*.

E. A. hTHOl'T Farm Agency,
ISO Nassau St, New lork City.

Drill Wells YF0°urr Neighbors
We can start you In a paying business
small capital. Machines easy and
simple to operate. Write for free illustrated catalogue and full information.
on

Star

CAR

May

E. W. PKXLEY, Weet Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's P«Md.
30, 1904.

A

desired.

farif antsiDd

2JJJÎJÏ*
°<

to

come

us.

NORWAY.
%

NEGUGEE SHIRTS.
The
and

to

season

buy

complete ; quite
have

ever

made.

qualities

than

ever

we

Dark colors

have
as

provided

well

as

are

is

the most

your
colored all

fancy

preference

this season, but

Most of the shirt»

Some

are

qualities,

are

bodies with

with collars like shirt.

50c. and $i.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

we

by showing light effects
conventional colorings

or

over, but some have white

Two

finer

season

before.
in

Fancy

bosoms.

full

are

noteworthy offering

We show this

for all tastes

dark.

The lines

now.

taste may dictate.

as

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Ladies' Furnishing House!
A

Special

Sale

on

Children's Dresses
We have one lot of chil•dren's dresses which we
shall close out at a bargain.
Dresses $ .25
44
44

44

$

now

.20

44

.50

40

65

44

-75
44
1.25
44
1.50
44
a.50
All colors and

1.00

1.25
2.00

styles. Money

refunded

one

day

M. LUIVTT,
Market Square, South Paria.
Telephone Connection.

L.

We have

a

splendid

line of

9

PRICES

ALL
LL STYLES,
You

to EE.

We

can

.

.

from $1.25

$3.50

to

surely

fit you.

We have

one

of the

can

find what you

want here.

We do

repairing.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

>

to

Best Stocks in the State.

SIMON STAHL,
3BRZjXN ANB OORBAM,

Good

$2.50. $3.

,

SOUTH PARIS.

All widths from Β

SPECIALTY.

bottoms.

on

wor-

F. H. NOYES CO.,

WANTED.

coming year.

dressy, $2

weather clothing

warm

Sizes ι year to 13.
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on care at in each month.
any R. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,

For Price and Particulars address,

Childree.
CASTORIA
Tha K'nd Yea Hsvs AfÉais Boscht

For

44

the

Trousers with cutis

of it

SUMMER COTTON and BLACK ALPACA COATS, 50 cents
$2.75. CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS and BLOUSES, 25c., 50c.

44

LOTS

1

coat and

Factory, Akron, O. Office : 104 Fulton St., Ν. Y.

quantity

LOAD

to

with any

Drilling Machine Company,

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

Nobby Outing
wear

Maine.

IK YOU WANT TO GET A QUICK 8ALE
Send for our free descripUon
blanks.
Wc require no payment in
advance.
We use our own money to
advertise vour property.
Over ΛΜ) sales In Maine since
1901 to men fr >m 20 states U our guarantee
our
methods are right.
that
to you
If you want to buy a farm get our FREE
tell you where the barIt
will
Catalogue.
gain* arc and «ave you time and nwnev.
υ M. FRENCH, Norway, WILL FROTHINGHAM, So. Paris, E. 0. ALLEN, Hiram,

aged 8β years.

ELLEN M. CURTIS.
At the farm of the late Oliver G.
Curtis.

bag.

South Paris,

In Parts, June 8, Henry M. Wheeler, aged «'J
years.
In East Bethel, May 31, Frank I'ercy Bartlctt,

hay.

Buy it now and have the benefit
of thinnest, coolest, wool crashes,

Or exchange for a good, low down, good
It is time now to wear one.
walking mare that will weigh 1000 to
Made
next four months.
the
for
wanted.
horses
llOOpounde. No white
My mare is a good worker and weighs steds and homespun effects.
about 1200 pounds.
C. C. DEARBORN,
West Paris, Me.

A

two

If you want solid comfort
try a two piece suit.

Norway,
Tueiday

Team Horse for Sale

Died.

new, also a few tons of

H

8TORES.

BLUE

Eyes

18 -1904.

17

JUNE 16

Originated the
"filCHABDS METHOD OF EXAMINATION"
6 Pleasant

teach and exhibit

to

NHBDLBWOH.K.

METHODS

our

We

Miss Genie Swan, both of Brownlleld.

FOR SALE.
ι new Osborne Cultivator, ι new
Osborne Horse Rake, ι new Osborne
Tool Grinder, ι one horse mowing
machine, used one year, as good as

of

{services

has secured the

Paris.

CLASSES

Mr. I'earl Dver of Rumford Falls and Mlia Shir-

In

75c.

that she

patrons

her

to

to announce

IF YOU NERD

In West Paris, Juno 8, by Rev. D. F. Nelson- or
Mr. Albert L. Rowknr anil Mies Nellie L. 8tll,
well, both of West I'arU.
In Dlxflold, June 6, by Rev. Stanford Mitchell,

aged

lace on

........

Pharmacist.

Grain Mill, including Ralston's
Whole Wheat Flour by the barrel

ley Kidder of Dlxtleld.
In Bethel, June 1, by Rev. F. E. Barton, Mr.
Robin» G .Steam* of Bethel ami MIhh Lllla tt.
Cummlngs of Albany.
In Colt «a*", N. if., June .V.Mr. Leslie I'oor uud

yoke,

NORWAY, MAINE.

mixed and
honest miller R. N. Hall. We are
Born.
making lower prices on this feed to
with western ground feed.
In Brownlleld, May 31, to the wife of Charles compete
K. Durgln, a sou.
We are also unloading a very nice
Id Norway, June 1, to the wife of Edmond
car of oats that we are screening for
l.abosslerc, a hod.
In Norway, June 5, to the wife of Fiank S
and are now ready to sell at a
seed
Bublcr, a (laughter.
In Fryeburg, June 3, to the wife of John low price for the quality of oats.
Keefe, a eon.
We have all kinds of Stock and
In Norway, June 7, to the wife of Walter 8.
Chan Her, a 'laughter.
Poultry Food, also Blanchford's Calf
In South Rum ford, June 5, to the wife of
Meal. Grass seed, Flour and all
George Bol^lneault, a eon—14th chllil.
kinds of goods kept in a first class
Married.

square neck, with lace

good wearing cotton,

MISS ANNA CALDEN,

placet

^Tiie

5°c·

edge,

ONE LOT Gowns of

BROOKS—The

|F?eeland

iMr'Î's!

lace inser-

now.

I

candi-

rows

if you do not intend

1

"a detegation°frôm

ribbon,

beading

ONE LOT Short Skirts, of good wearing cotton, flounce has two

purchase anything just

to

]

appointed

25c.

ribbon,

show you the new styles
I
from 25 to 50 cents.
shall be glad to do this

I

coinlnittee

with

lace

want to see the newest in
this line, come in and it
will give me pleasure to

α(*ι1ιι)8

C,

three inch

round neck,

style,

French

Corset Covers,

pretty

you like to have the very
best stationery; don't you?
If you are particular and

—

Maxim,

ONE LOT

under-

new

You will And in our stock many

to wear with your summer diesses.

styles both in lace and hamburg trimmed.

Your Friends

a^insl

Horace^N.

wear

pretty

you will want tome

flounce has
ONE LOT Long Skirts, made of good wear.ng cotton, dust ruffle,
9&·
two rows lace insertion, tucks and lace edge,
with
inch
flounce,
ONE LOT Long Skirts, of good cotton, dust ruffle, eighteen
$··75
hamburg insertion and tucks, six inch hamburg edge,

When

J"",1'

I

here,

Now that tlie warm weather is

neck has lac·,
Dont Get Footaoro! Get Alien'· Γοο^Εμι ONE LOT Corset Covers, French style, made from good cotton,
A wonderful powder that cure· tired, aching,
50c.
neat,
lace
insertion, very
front has two rows
and

ά®ΝνβΓ/'

!

Intermediate of whom he spoke in high terms.
Woodcraft Indians.
general scholarship.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Horton of SumSchool, Miss Mertie G. Walker teacher,
Ν D Bolster then took the tloor, and
Under the inspiring leadership of
the following pupils are advanced to the by an analysis of the list of represent- ner were the guests of S. N. Buck dur- Ernest Thompson Seton The Boston
Brick Intermediate:
atives showed that since 186» there had ing the week. Gladys Buck returned to Ilerald will next Sunday begin to form
been sixteen nominations for represent- Sumner with them for her summer vaca- its boy aud girl readers into tribes, with
tila Turner.
Irving Lowell.
ivun η aiuruu.
ative made by the Republicans of lam.
chiefs of their own, for prize contests in
Rae Newton.
From

JuoOSlj

on

fllHanr

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.

Keeley Institute in Portland, He.
Munjoy Hill, is successfully curing
drunkards and drug users.
The

on

■

I

Helen Marv Barnee.
fills Mae Oavt».
l.tonle France» Dean.
Fannv SeweU Chapman.
Josephine Grace WaUlron.
Rose Azuba
George Hall Clark.
Sara Brlggs.
Leona l>eAlbra Stuart.
Gladys litella Bonney.
Evangeline Frances Swett.

Intermediate:

The Norway Graduation.
Graduating exercises of the class o!
'04, Norway High School, occurred ai
1)1(1 TURNOUT.—FEEHAIB DKLKUATEI I
Old
The ladies interested in th#
the Opera House, Thursday evening
OEA1
WALTER
L.
AND
CHOSEN
Ladies' Home are making a special Music by Steams' Orchestra. The pro
on
effort to liquidate tie indebtedness
NOMINATED FOR REPRESENTATIVE.
«
gramme was as follows:
I the borne.
Music.
...
L.
The friends of Merton
Kimball,
Prayer.
town
The

ZV.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
Telephone 112-3. Residence 112-12.

CAST0RIA For Infants and Children.
Til KM Tot Hlii λίνιρ Bought

<*

//ffj T"

HfezLEB

A LOW PRICE
—

close

—

Carpets Played

Wool
to

ON

up stock

That "played •at"—'"done up"
ing makes life miserable fur every
sufferer from Kidney ills, backaches,
headaches and urinary troubles, painful aud annoying.

Chas. F. Ri

feel-

Doan's

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Kidney Pills

YEARS'
experience
60

Patent^
Designs
Copyrights 4c.

-.

m»
Αητηη» sending a sketch and description
η free whether ai
«ju'i-m» :ν«··«·π κ
CuiMuuulcn.
uirrnllnn is |»r.•txaU17 I'utmtitbl*
»>k 1.11l'aient
:10m. strictly <t>i>tl<ieut;a). It unit·
*<·. ιιπιν paient».
Miit free, oliicxt annr; i.
Patents taki'M tTrouitli >»uiu Λ Co. receive
111 the
qn< uil nofic, without cti.irve.

Scientific American.

1 .freest CirΚ handsomely Illustrât e<l weekly. Terme, f3 a
culation of an* sole'»tlC*· journal.
St., J by all re»-dealer·».
Tear: four nio:.tUa, |U

SCO 361 Broadway. ^0yy D.YQf
MUNN
C.
Branch office. G36 Κ St- Washington.

bring new life and activity, remove
from
the pain and cure the cause,
diacommou

betes.

backache to dangerous

Market
Mr. L. T. Wilson, sailmaker on "I constreet. Portniouth. Ν. H.. says:
me
affected
which
tracted a Very ba«l cold
of the
hi the kdus aud In the upper part some
lameness,
chest, causing distressing
was unite stiffened
urinary difficulty unil 1
read considerable about
up. As I had
Fhilbrlek's
Doan's Kidney I 111 s I went to went to the
pharmacy aud got a box. They
but
use
part of
not
I
did
spot at once, and
over my trouble.
the box before 1 was «|ulte
frleud,
a
to
box
of
my
1 cave the balance
him. aland there was pleuty to cure
liKhtweltihts.
though neither of us are very
1 aui prepared from niy personal experience
others to highly
and from their effects υη
Kiduey Fills. You can
recommend I*oan's
refer to me."
50 ceuts.
For sale by all druggists;
ter-MUburu Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y.

Foe·

Weak

Ninoty-atea af ran
hundred people who have keen trouble
can remember «hen it vaa simple ladite»
Hon. h le e eefeatiflc fact that all eeeae el
heart Him·, sot organic, «re set enl*
traceable to. bet are the direct teeuH of Indigestion. All food taken Into the atomeok
which falb of perfect digestion fermenta and
swella the stomach, puffing It up agalnetthe
heart. Thla Interferes with the octlea el
the heart and la the course of time thel
dehcate but vital organ becomes jsimi
Are due to
one

Mr. D. Kssbie, af Neva*. O.. says: IksJOnch
feeeMs «lees te s ted stats as I had hssit troeblo
«rtth tt. I took Kodsi Dyspspsls Ova for shoal foal
Mdks sad it oaei ate.

Kodol Wseeta What You Eat

and relieves the stomach of all narre·
atrala and the heert of all pressure,
■ottiasaety. $1.00 Sixe hoidln* 2H Hon tkaMtf
ma. which ssils fcr 50c.
hv a. α ο·Witt a oo..

Records, Blanks, Horns, and
Supplies,

Ν. H.

Berlin.
Catalogues

sent on

ÎMau)

Κ. W

G'ade Portrait Work

Crayon,

Sepia

and Oil

a

color,

specialty.

SOUTH PARIS.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Woo«l floor Boards for sale.

equal

has

no

Ring.

Sire, Bayard

superior,

in the state of Maine.

Has Colts
To show that he is

a

and

Driver»

early maturity.

speed

of

C.

Guy Buck,

South Paris,

...

IH4NÎDLEK,
.....

Out* Horse: One New Milch Cow; Pigs
four weeks old; One Concord Wagon,
Two Second-band
uever been hurt;
Siugle Harnesses; Yankee Plow; One

Second-hand Quaker Range, good order;
One Second-hand Sitting Room Stove,
Priucess
make; One Lever Butter
Worker. Call on or address,
A. J. PEXLEY,
South Paris, Me.
Wolic

of Foreclosure.

tl'HERKAS, William H. Keene, Uusn of Sum
ner !n the County of >xford ami State of
} y
Maine, by his mortgage <lee·!, <lated the third
and ! (3d) -lay of August, A. I>. l'.*»1, and recorded In
t the Oxford Registry of I>ee<U, Book Ά>3, Bage
ϋ», conveyed to me, the·underlined, a certain
parcel of real estate fdtuated In tne said town of

sire that pro-

duces (ifutlriueiiN

W.

FOR SALE.

For

BAYARD
no

(IIWULtK,

If I» wint of any kind of Finish for lnsMe or
Pine Lum
Outside work, semi In your order*
t>cr and Shingles on h anil Cheap for Cash.

style, action, size,
conformation, beauty, GUY

Wilkes.
color,

Stallion.

Maine.

Sumner, Id said Countv, and bounded and de
scribed as follows, to wit a certain lot or parcel
of land situated In the town of Suuiner In said
! County together with the buildings thereon and
being the same premises conveyed by Joanna II.
Barrett to Adtile Colby and known as the Wm.
H. Colby place and conveyed by Addle Colby to
urollnê Harden, and conveyed to said William
II. Kcene by Vatorus White, executor of estate
of Ruby Harden, also a certain sprlug known as
1
ihe spring used by William II. Colby used wlUi
said premises: And whereas Uie condition of
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition thereof
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Paled at I'arls, Mc.. this ilrst day of June, A
I» I'.nM.
IIKNRV H. BATES,
By James S. Wright, his Attorney.

Big Ovens and Little Ovens

the same result when Washburn-Crosby Co.*s
Gold Medal Flour is used—always satisfying, nutritions
bread; light, rich cakes; uniformly delicate pastxy.
Bakers know its value from daily experience—from
the time the flour goes into the bin until it is ''•"Η
out s finished food to the smiling customer,

yield

Gold Medal
Flour

easily
superior quality

is the favorite of housewives, because it is

worked, yields a
of baking* and a greater quantity

than any other. Gold Medal
flour is made of the finest spring
rheat, so milled that the gluten
and germ of the grain are
retained, giving the bread
a fruitlike or almond
flavor unknown to improperly milled flour.

Free to Housewives·

Cat out this advertisement and mail to us with nam· o! your
grocer and we will send you free of charge one of our ooLo
η
MEDAL COOK BOOKS· containing 1000 carefu lly prêt
ss not Han
Handle QoM Medal
receipts. If your dealer does
it
In
letter.
Address
your
please mention
_

faMikiiN··

I

Also Window & Door Frames.

C.

Housekeeping

as an

Accomplishment.

Housekeeping is an accomplishment
136.—Alphabetical Paul·.
to which, in its bearing
C, F, D. J, H. O, M, Q, S. T. \V. V. Ζ, in comparison
on woman's relation to real life and to
X. The letters here needed to complete
the family, all others are trivial. It
the alphabet will be found to spell
comprehends all that goes to make up a
three common colors or shades. The well-ordered
home, where the sweetest
words are all* of the same length and relations of life rest on firm foundations,
should be easily guessed.
and the purest sentiments thrive. It is
an accomplishment that may be acquired
Xo. 137.—Beheaded Word·.
by study and experiment, but the young
1. I am u word of live· letters denot- and inexperienced housekeeper generally
reaches success only through great tribuing an infirmity as applied to the eyes. lation. It
ought to be absorbed in girlBehead me. and I am an unfortunate
hood. If girls were taught to take as
I
am
and
me
Behead
mouarch.
again,
much genuine pride in dusting a room
an orgau of sound.
well, or broiling a steak to a nicety, as
2. I am a word of five letters signify- they feel when they have mastered one
ing a figure of speech. Behead me, and of Beethoven's grand symphonies, there
J am a strong cord; again. I am a con- would be fewer complaining husbands
and unhappy wives. The great lesson
traction used in i»oetry.
to learn is that work well done is robbed
3. I am a word of five letters meanof its curse. The woman who is satising a place of merchandise. Behead fied
only with the highest perfection in
I inme, und 1 am very high; again,
her work, drops the drudge and becomes
clude everything.
the artist. There is no dignity in slighted work; but to the artist, no matter
how humble his calling, belongs the
No. i:ts.—Anaicram Story.
A sea gull that had been wounded by honor which is inseparable from all
No
**· ······
above the waves man's struggles after perfection.
a hunter's
Λ mother who has the happiness of her
a momeiut and fell into the sea.
at heart, will neglect to teach
·····**·· in
sympathy: daughter
small boy near
her first the duties of the household ;
·· ···
take it from
"Is It dead. ····?
and no daughter who aspires to be queen
the water, can't you?" he asked. But at home and in her circle of friends, can
his father said it would be dangerous afford to remain ignorant of the smallest
details that contribute to the comfort,
for any one to venture so far.
the peace and the attractiveness of home.
There is no luck in housekeeping .how\o. 1 :m.—Triple Crouword Enlirma.
ever it may seem.
Everything works by
Firsts arc In shepherd, but not In guide;
exact rule, and even with thorough
Second*, in earnestly, not in chide;
knowledge, eternal vigilance is success.
Thirds. In monastic, but not In nun:
There must be a place for everything
Fourths. In watchman, but not in gun;
and everything in its place, a time for
Fifths, in tired, but not in lame;
Sixths, in honor, but not in fame;
everything and everything in its time.
Sevenths, in boats, but not in bar;
Your husband may admire your grace
hi
"Ma."
not
but
in
nephew,
-Eighths are
and ease in society, your wit, your
Wholes are three lovely spring flowers,
school-day accomplishments of music
and painting, but all in perfection will
Xo. HO.—Flight of Stair·.
not atone for an ill-ordered kitchen, sour

Ignoramus?

Doe· it pay to fit one's self for

a su-

perior position?
if

Does it pay to get a glimpse of the

living?

Does it pay the

chrysalis

to

unfold

joy
into

the butterfly?
Does it pay to learn to make life a
;lory instead of a grind?
Does it pay to open a little wider the
ioor of a narrow life?
Does it pay to add power to the lens
jf the microsoope or telescope?
Does it psy to know how to take the
Iry, dreary drudgery out of life?
Does it pay to taste the exhilaration
i>f feeling one's powers unfold?
Does it pay a rosebud to open its
petals and fling out its beauty to the
world?
Does it pay to push one's horizon
Farther out, in order to get a wider outlook, a clearer vision?
Does it pay to learn how to center
thought with power, how to marshall
one's mental force effectively?
Does it pay to acquire power to get out
of life high and noble pleasures which
wealth cannot purchase?

acquire a charactersoul-property, which no disas-

Does it pay to

wealth,

a

misfortune can wreck or ruin?
Does it pay to have expert advice and
training, to have high ideate held up to
one in the most critical years of life?
Does it pay to make lifelong friendships with bright, ambitious young people, many of whom will occupy high
places later on?
Does it pay to become familiar with
all the lessons that history and science
can teach as to how to make life healthy
ter or

Λο Λ"ΐη/&1 Story
Uttlt FolkJ

THE Ml F." DID IT

Por

Cousin Rabbit Trapped
"Hollo, Cousin Squirrel!" cried Mr.
Vabbit. "How are you?"
"I am very well, I tlinnk you," re-.

plied

Mr.

Squirrel.

"How

are

you, ι

ι
Cousin Rabbit ?"
"Fine! Fine!" answered Mr. Rabbit.

"You always do look

said Mr.

well, cousin,"

"Yes, and I always feel well, and
as I do."
you would, too. If you lived
"And bow do you live':" asked the

on

squirrel.

j

"Why, I live on the best of everything. While you are hunting around.
fcr hard shelled nuts to crack and
I ain feasting on the finest

Quickly Curod

MOWN *

JOasCLVN, Portland, I

3

g §

m

3

;

1

THE TRUE "L F." K30ICÎNE ACTS BENTLIr BUT
PROMPTLY AND SliflELi, AM LEAVES OHLV
GOGO EFFECTS IfJ ITS W/KE

similating theFoodandBeguia-

Bears the

lM VMS.' < H II DKLN

Signature

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium .Morphine no r Minerai
Sot "Narcotic.

jè^etfOUO-SiMBIBQKR

Doesn't It make your mouth water?"
"I believe I would rather have the

I have

large stock of

a

nuts," said the squirrel.
"Oh, my, that's just like you!" re- Pianos
plied Mr. Rabbit. "Now, why don't some

newj

and Organs, and hav«
nice trades in second
hand instruments,

I Lave one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, ."i octave, almost new,
for $189.

case,

One walnut case Poole

SbiUM*·

K*kM*um-

AfûtSmfl *

Facsimile Signature of

piano, almost

new, for $900, worth §250.
One second hand Ivors A Pond piano,
walnut case, for $950, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

NEW YORK.
>

great trade.

One second hand Estey organ at South
almost new, for $53.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for $45.
"hkijLo, coram sqi:îbrel!"
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
Come with octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
you try a change of fowl'/
to eat that coet $125, for $65.
me, and I will s how you how
One second hand square piano, a nice
and what to eat to enjoy life.
for $115, worth $140.
"Just as I expected! Some man has one,

Paris,

GASTORIA

sis

Hfnlnf

The Oxford Democrat
ΑΝ1Π

Washing

class

and

manner.

ironing done in first
Will

call for and

deliver clothes in South Paris.
Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,
South Paris.

J. WALDO

FOR ONE YEAR

I

MASONIG BLOCK,

Cream Halm in ptaccd Into the nostrils, Spreads
over the ir.eincrauj and ia absorbed. Belief la immediate auii a euro ioliowe.. It ia cot drying—do·;*
not ].roducc sneezing. Large Size, SO cent· At Drugor by mail; Trial Size, 10 centa by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Street, New YorV.

Dry Wood !
quantity

Weekly Newspaper

to keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all
items of interest to himself and

family.

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,
will

as

supply

your

household.

NEEDS

high-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

A.W. Walker&Son,
Paris.

prolits
special

matter for every member of his family.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,
will post you every week on
important agricultural topics
the day, and show you how
make money from the farm.

money with the order

the

can secure

er

$1.75.

One Year For

MPricesiiiOMoitY.

us

all
of
to

the Democrat andTribune Farm-

HILLS,

Optician.

of

to give hi m the experience
other» in all the advanced
and
methods
improvements
which are an invaluable ;ii<l in
securing the largest possible
from the farm, and with

Any person sending

usual.

Jeweler and Graduate

admirably

wants for county news and prove
welcome visitor in
a
every

COAL
in all sizes

a

Good Local

in any

customers

desired.

S οutla

Farmer

Farmer

We are now shipping dry wood
into South Paris by the car load,

supply

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

subscribe for

quickly.

1

-

Every

who is interested in the news of
Paris and Oxford County should

'ho discs ed UKT.br..: ·:.
11 enree catsi rh and <1. !· «'j
way α coid iu the head

can

$1.75

Every

Ely's Crciiu Itelui
cleau«ej,goothe? and he .is

and

-

&SC*X>QOO<X><a3C8X«C8C^^

NORWAY.

JENA

there
In til its
elixu.l be cicuniiucrs.

FOR

<K'0<>>>i><>o<>ooooo<>o<>ocKKh^

Licensed Taxidermist,
Nasal

—k

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

NASH,

Telephone Connection.

new »o«« city.

ATTENTION FARMERS!

BI.OCK,

4outh Part*.

JjCι

s

TM· ocMTMia mmmv.

Wheeler,

MILLINGS

Dosh

j

EXACT COPY OF WBABPCR

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

A perfect Remedy Tor Constipa
Γιοη, Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions ,Fe verishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

—

■

of

""

J

—

Always Bought

tingtheStoinacfas andBowels of

I
that grow -cabbage and carrots and
and celery and tomatoes and
I
corn and peas, and fruit too. Think of
It—rosy apples and pears and grapes!

—

The Kind You Have

ï

7

ÀVegelahle Preparationfor As-

pick I

beets

CASTORIA
For Infanta and Children.

vegetables'

Does it pay to experience the joy
to open up the whole
bread, muddy coffee, tough meats, un- continents of possibilities in one's naο
oooooo
palatable vegetables, indigestible pastry, ture which might otherwise remain un»
ο
oooooo
and the whole train of horrors that rediscovered?
oooooo
sult from bad housekeeping; on the
ο
Does it pay the sculptor to call out
oooooo
other hand, success wins gratitude and
ο
from the rough block the statue that
attachment in the home circle, and adds
oooooo
sleeps in the marble, and which shall
luster to the most brilliant intellectual
tell the etory of heroism and greatness
The last three letters of each horizonbox
accomplishments.—Cooking Club.
to unborn generations?
put a big bunch of lettuce In this
tal word make the first three letters of
Doesdt pay to have one's mentality for safe keeping. He didn't think I
the succeeding word.
Aids to Longevity.
stirred oy the passion of expansion, to would find it.
Look in there. Cousin
1. A boy's name. L*. Recompense. 3.
Λ Mrs. Cox, a resident of the state of feel the tonic of
growth, the indescriba- Squirrel, and you will be able to see
Passionate. 4. Complete. Γ». Angry, tî. Maine,
her
one
celebrated
recently
ble satisfaction which comes fronvthe
Wrinkled.
hundred and fifth birthday.
consciousness of perpetual enlargement? it."
of
her
a
word
asked
as
to
causes
When
the
five
letters,
of
vertical
The
Does it pay to have four years filled
"Sure enough, there it is!" exclaimed
great age, Mrs. Cox said that she knew with the most delightful association
meaning to join.
the squirrel as he looked in.
of no particular cause, excopt that she
with cultured people, at an age when
"Now. I am going to let you have it
had always worked hard enough to have
ambitions and high ideals have not been
Xo. 111.—Λ Popular Tree.
a keen appetite, avoided medicines and
to show you how good it is." said
;
1 eaten what she wished and all of it that dulled or shattered by disappointment, just
or the unbounded faith in human nature the rabbit
she liked.
shocked by violated pledges?—Success.
"But I don't want It," replied the
"It's 'eat this and don't eat that,1 and
•be careful not to do so and so,' that
squirrel.
kills people," she says. "My way is to
The Odor of Race.
"Well, theu, if you act that way
live human—eat what you want to eat,
it I'll get it and eat it myself,"
about
A Japanese doctor of medicine puband plenty of it.
Don't be too fussy
a treatise concerning the odor of said the rabbit, and into the box he ran.
lishes
and
don't
fret
about yourself
yourself
sustaining the
Click, cluck! A little door of the box
about things you can't help. Most of the Occidental races,
that at first the Orientals do
the men and about all of the women proposition
shut as quick us you could
sprang
to it in
nowadays just worry themselves off'η not like it. They grow usedwith con- wink, and i>oor Mr. Rabbit was tightly
time, however, and finally,
the face of the earth."
set for
notice it at all. caught in a trap that had been
There ie a great deal of truth in this tinued experience, do not
that each race him that very morning.
old lady's dietetic philosophy, which is It seems to be his opinion
that it is
Over the Holds ran a man. and up iuin marked contrast to the nonsense and has its peculiar fragrance,
racial, but is affected by to a tree
falsehoods so freely advertised to boost partly
sprang the squirrel, and as
as
far
Nature con- dietary and other conditions. So
the sale of humbug foods.
was carried away the
Rabbit
Mr.
not
do
poor
structed the human family so that it in- his people are concerned, they
think this is conclusive proof that they squirrel shod a tear and declared:
to
best
a
diet
selects
adapted
tuitively
have their
"I believe I'd rather have the nuts
its requirements in the environment are odorless. They probably
to aliens—the
which it happens to be. The codfish own perfume perceptible
to eat after all."—Pittsburg Dispatch.
off—
a
them
can
smell
Russians
long way
halls of New England, the hog and homibut among themselves it is not noticed.
ny of the South, the rice and fish diet of
prompt Drclalon.
like
the pungent
It
is, however, nothing
WJieii the names of the articles shown Asiatic people, are scientifically correct
The secret of getting through work ia
and penetrating emanation proceeding
have been guessed, by hiking the first dietaries for their respective places. Eat.
from the Western nations, in which method.
Order, it lias been said, is
letter of 1. the second letter of 2. tin drink and be merry is a good text to traces of
garlic and ancient cheese and God's first law. Let It be yours. L>o not
demonstrate. "D->n't be too fussy" about
third letter of 3. the hist letter of 4
of a coarse and over- let
what you eat. The mind has more in- the volitilization
your work accumulate upon your
the last letter <>f 3 and the letter rcpre
are so sure to be found.
fluence over digestion than the sort of abundant dietary
It is not work that kills, but
hands
be
N'o.
7
sented iit »». the uauie of
wilj
The theory thus developed is a curious
food you eat or the manner of its prepaarreais of work. Work put oil" is work
it
and it is more curious still that
given.
tion. Λ disturbed mental condition can one,
"Sufficient
on with heavy interest.
was left to Japan to give it development put
It
upset the digestion of a person in perfect and formulation.
If it signifies a par- unto the day is the evil thereof."
So. l ia.—Dinκυnul.
health in five minutes. Don't worry.—
laid upon
ticularly refined sensibility to odors becomes intolerable if it be
AU of the words described contain American Grocer.
among that interesting people, their tomorrow.
When
the sa tue" number of letters.
If I may recommend you three rules
possession of it may readily be admitted,
Mrs.
Lincoln's
of
Some
one
below
Recipes.
rightly guessed and written
as their old dower is refinement and not for
saving time and economizing
with
another the diagonal, beginning
in any single manifestation, but coverstrength they shall be these: Answer
the upper left hand letter and end in:-·
CLAM FRITTERS.
of
perception. Perhaps letters, keep appointments, make up
ing every phase
with the lower right hand letter, will
Γ se the largest eoft clams that you in this they do not exceed their near
In the affairs of this life
musician.
who may equally your minds.
famous
of
a
or
the
name
be
raw
the
and
can
Chinese,
neighbors
spell
they may
procure,
a prompt decision Is often more imporof
ensmell
An
to
find
2.
in
shell
the
the
steamed
1.
Method.
foreigners
disagreeable,
Crosswords:
open
just enough
been too proud tant than a right decision. One man
gine of war. 3. A uose. -1. To con easily. If raw, drain them, separate the but who have hitherto
of the makes up his uiind and acts, it may be,
and
theu
off
and
stoical
cut
the
black
soft
end,
contemptuous
part,
duct. 5. Showy clothes. C. A sudden
chop the remainder quite line, and put pungent and efliuvious barbarian to say wrongly, but if so he tinds out his misalarm.
it with the stomachs. Make a batter by so. That country has had unrivaled op- take, corrects and retrieves It before
mixing a little salt and pepper with one portunities to study the odor of count- another man has acted at all. It Is
Xo. 14.Ί.—Dlft|tulN«r<l
tue
LFOcup of flour, then add the well-beaten J68S ΤΓΙΟϋΗ Ul UUllttUUOra 11Uill
possible to waste a great amount of
A bovine animal and a shallow place.
yolks of two eggs, one tablespoon of but- ginning of its recorded history and beand still more by
A famous Knglish university and city. ter, melted, and one-half cup of the clam fore, but so far bas not said a word about time by thinking,
First thoughts
over actions.
talking
over
the
and
stream
A sluggish
way
liquor, and stir thoroughly till blended it
second and
If the notion comes to prevail that a are sometimes wiser than
and smooth, then beat it well, and just
It. Another English university.
Contembefore using add thestittly beaten whites particular fragrance belongs to each of generally wiser than third.
of the two eggs. Add more flour or the races of mankind, it will be "up to" porary Review.
Λ Well Bred Child.
The batter should be the scientific experts among all of them
The Policeman—My sou. are you lost': water as needed.
thick enough to drop, as when the clams to lay their heads together, with their
I'erjury aa m Fine Art.
Child—Xo. sir; 1 know my whereare added their liquor will thin it per- noses pointed to windward at the angle
In India, according to an Englishabouts perfivtly. but I presume my fathe
into
suited
found
best
of
elevation
in
small
dropportions,
ceptibly. Fry
there many years, the
ther and mother would like to be di
ping it from a teaspoon into deep hot vestigation, and find out more about it. man who lived
rected to where I am.
fat, or in small cakes in less fat in a As there is an instrument to magnify uior* educated class reduce perjury to
sound, lifting the hum of the mosquito's a fine art. if a case is to come before
spider.
horn to the resonance of the elephant's the court they are not content with
Tlie Difference.
PEANUT COOKIES.
trumpeting or the roar of the desert coaching their witnesses beforehand,
"What Is the difference between hens
tabletwo
rounded
Cream together
lion, something of the kind may be in- but they take them to the very spot
aud poultry, |κψ*ί"
spoons of butter and one-fourth cup of vented to multiply the force of racial
"Why, hens, my son. are things that fine granulated sugar. Add one well- and other odors so that their qualities where the deed was committed and go
belong to our neighbors; poultry is beaten egg, two tablespoons of milk and and significances may be more ad· through all the incidents of the assault
Mix one
one teaspoon of lemon juice.
something a man owns himself."
vantageously studied. Of all genera- or tragedy to be sworn to, so that the
teaspoon of baking powder with one-half tions of men it may be said as of Lear's various subpoenaed witnesses are litAdd one cup hand that they "smell too much of tle
cup of flour and stir it in.
likely to l>e caught by any cross exKey tu the Pussier.
of finely chopped peanuts and then a lit- mortality," but their subsidiary odors amination, 110 matter how severe it
Xo. 127.—Curtailments: Over-t. Sag-e.
tle more flour, if necessary, to make a may be worth looking after if the JapIle cites an instance of the
may be.
f»id-e. Car-p· Prim-e.
stiff drop batter. Drop by the teaspoon anese doctor's ideas about them are cormethods of the ordinary Hindoo lawXo. 128.—A Literary House: "The on buttered tin* an inch or two apart,
rect—a point on which it would be hazHouse of the Wolf" (by Stanley J. and bake in a quick oven. This makes ardous for
yer. A British officer had made a numany Occidental layman to vent- Ιιι·Γ
iiiircluiHPs <if n l'nrset? merchant.
24 cookies. For a change some of the ure an opinion.—New York Times.
Weyman).
who charged him such unreasonable
No. 120.—Word Building: Breath, Ber- cookies may be sprinkled with a coating
tha. bather; heart, bathe; herb. heat, of the chopped nuts before they are The Qreatest Aid to Temperance. prices that he refused to pay the bill.
baked.
The merchant brought suit, and the
tear. tare. rate. brat. bear. bare. beat,
A constructor of elevators for tall
υllicer consulted a lawyer, who agreed
Mitre, merit, BEBF 1*1 E, WITH A
CRUST.
hart. hare, hear, bath.
POTATO
says in the Philadelphia Telebuildings
to take the case and win It if he were
remit; mite, uiire. emit, emir. rite,
Take cold roast beef or steak, and graph:
rime. time. tire. tier.
unless very tender stew it for an hour in
"So eeeential are steady hatids and not interfered with. This was promwater enough to cover, with one sliced bright wits in our trade that under the ised. When the trial came off, the deXo. 130. Kiddle: Frog.
onion. Season the liquor with salt and rules of our union no drinking man can fense promptly acknowledged the purXo. 131.- Hidden Flowers: Rose, pan
pepper, and add an equal amount of stay in the organization. The first time chase of the articles at the prices
sy. lily, daisy, violet.
strained tomato. Thicken it slightly a member of the union goes on a job named, but produced half a dozen witXo. 132. Geographical Puxzle: .Kge
with flour wet in cold water, or cooked under the influence of liquor he is sus- nesses who swore that
they had seen
an sea.
with butter until brown. Put the meat pended for a month and fined. For the
the bill paid.
Xo. 133.— Double Acrostic: Primais- and
gravy in a deep dish and cover with second offense he is summarily expelled,
Constitution. Finals—"Old Ironsides." a thick
layer of mashed and seasoned without hope of reinstatement. It's
Thr Kilert of I'nnrtnatlon.
Crosswords- 1. Confess. 2. Observe. 3. potatoes. Brush the top with beaten
pretty drastic treatment, but we have
The following lines, found In an old
ti. egg and bake about .'30 minutes.
5. Temples,
4. Semi.
Xiggard.
found it the wisest way to deal with the
book, improbable as they may seem on
If fresh beef be used stew it until matter."
Iron. 7. Tyro. 8. Fncover. 9. Termini.
tender before baking. This is someThis kind of "moral suasion" is more first reading, lose ail their improhabil
10. Ignored. 11. Optical. 12. Nero.
Xo. 134.·-Cross Purposes: Bun. bin. times called Shepherd's pie.
generally effective than that which sim- ity by inserting semicolons after the
ply appeals to men's "better natures." words in Italics:
SAUCE FOK FISH UALLS.
Lumber. IIiuIht. Fun. fin. Bug. big.
It touches the
It has a coercive quality.
I saw η cloud begirt with Ivy round
Bull. bill.
Bullet, billet.
Bung. bing.
Rub two tablespoons of butter to a
nerve—the question of employ- I saw a sturdy fx'k creep on the ground
pocket
Beat the yolks of two eggs in a ment and
cream.
Put. pit. Punch, pinch. Pup. pip.
saw an ant swallow up a whale
I
wages.
Xo. 135.—Insertions: Ma-r-giu. Prop- saucepan, add two tablespoons of lemon
John Graham Brooks, the well-known I saw Hit- boiling »eit brimful of ale
hot
of
two
and
water, lecturer on sociology in Harvard Univer- I saw a vial υίακβ fifteen yards deep
tablespoons
juice
a-gate.
one-fourth of a teaspoon of salt and a
I 8:1 w a util full of man's tears that weep
sity, once asked a class of students who I saw α man's tyc» all in α flame of Are
l'lace
the
sauceof
few
grains cayeune.
the antiA CONTINUAL STRAIN.
were deeply interested in
I saw a house high as the moon or nigher
pan over hot water and stir constantly
movement: "What influence is I saw the radiant nun even at midnight
Many men and women are constantly until it is quite thick. Add the creamed liquor
the most for the cause of I saw a man who saw this wondrous
doing
to-day
subjected tu what they commonly term butter aud servo at once.
sight.
temperance?"
"a continual strain" because of some
—Pathfinder.
None of them gueseed his answer,
BANANA ICE CREAM.
tin ncial or family trouble. It wears
the
United
of
which was: "The railroads
aud distresses them both mentally and
I'eel six bananas. Remove the stringy
of
rule
the
States." By enforcing
Cried All the Time.
physically, affecting their nerves badly fiber next the skin, split them and take
on their million and more of
and bringing on Pver and kidney ail- out the seeds and dark portion in the sobriety
what's the matter
Mother—Tommy,
the
of
corporalargest
ments, with the attendant evils of con- center. Rub the pulp through a puree employee—some
with your little brother?
Tomuiytions even requiring total abstinence in
stipation, loss of appetite, sleeplessness, strainer. Add to it the juice of one their men—the
railroads, said the He's crying because I'm eating my
low vitality and despondency.
They lemon, one-fourth teaspoon o* salt, one lecturer, are exercising an influence for cake and won't give him any. Mother
cannot, as a rule, get rid of this "con- quart of thin cream and sugar to make
that is none the less effective —Is bis own cake finished? Tommy—
tinual strain," but they can remedy its it quite sweet.- Mix well together, and temperance
selfish or prudential rather Yes'm, and he cried while I was eating
for
health-destroying effects by taking fre- when the sugar is dissolved, turn into than being
altruistic or moral.
that too.
quent doses of Green's August Flower. the can and freeze as usual.
There is no trade or profession in
It tones up the liver, stimulates the kidWELSH HAREBIT.
not
a
is
which drunkenness
disqualificaRailroad· and Hack·.
neys, insures healthy bodily functions,
Put one rounded teaspoon of butter in tion. Temperance is not only a virtne—
We don't know what there is about
gives vim and spirit to one's whole
World.
York
it
pays!—New
being, and eventually dispels the physi- the blazer over hot water, add one-half
a station that calls for a hack.
Every
cal or mental distress caused by that pound of finely crumbled, rich cream
women who carry market baskets
day
New Styles In Turnouts.
"coutinual strain.'1 Trial bottle of Aunext
to
the
the
hardest
cheese, put
part
from downtown home and are proud of
gust Flower, 25 cents; regular size, 75 rind in first, and when this bas softened
A few devotees of the whimsical and
it send for a hack to take them to the
cents. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & add the remainder and stir and mash as
the eccentric are talking of breaking station, though they take nothing with
Co.
it melts. Add one tablespoon of walnut and training zebras for family pleasure
them but a little handbag.—Atchlaon
catsup, and when it is nearly all melted, driving in Hyde Park, London. Friends
Globe.
Without a tremor Mrs. Highmore pro- add from one-fourth to one-half cup of of the zebras
made
be
say they can easily
ceeded leisurely to open the black bor- thick cream. Sometimes the cheese will docile and tractable in drawing smart
He Asked.
dered letter.
melt to just the right consistency, and wagons, and will afford a refreshing
you ask mam(severely)—Did
"If there were any bad news," she no cream is needed. Stir briskly, and
Papa
the
horses
contrast
of
among
novelty
sa>d, "it would have come by telegraph. as Boon as thin and smooth serve it di- »nd the automobiles. Quaggas are also ma if you could have that apple?
It must be that something has happened rectly from the chafing-dish. Have the well
thought of. It's a great pity that Three-Year-Old Yes, sir. Papa Be
to Mr. Highmore's rich uncle."
plates hot if possible, and arrange on giraffes are now so rare and hard to get. careful now. I'll ask mamma. Threethem from two to four thin wafers, and How agreeable a spectacle a four-in- Year-Old—Truly, papa, I asked her,
the rarebit If you liand team of spotted skyscrapers, imcover them with
Ull'k Isi.am>, 111.., Jan. 14, 1901.
but she said I couldn't have it.
h
ve never tried it, you may be surprised
Messrs. Ely Bros.
I have used your
ported from Africa, would afford in Rot·
a rarebit is delicious served
find
that
to
ten Row! Two enormous ostriches, wearCream Balm in my family for nine years
Reaaanred.
»nd it has become my family doctor for on plain bread, without toasting. Have ing superb plumes of their own, would
Sick Man—Am 1 to take all that medof
bread
at
slices
light
il so doubtless gratify the spectators if
solde in the head. I use it freely on my large, square
icine? Wife—Yee; all of It. Sick Man
remove all the crust hitched to a
children. It is a Godsend to children. least 24 hours old,
big park phaeton.
—Tbere'a enough in that bottle to kill
»nd slice about one-half inoh thick. At
Yours respectfully,
the hour when rarebits are generally
a donkey.
Wife—No, there isn't, John,
J. Kimball.
Quest—"I want some raw oysters, or
ierved it is often inconvenient to make
the doctor wouldn't have prescribtoo
nor
Messrs. Ely Bros.
I suffered greatly toast, and some of your guests may not rhey most not be too large
ed It.
with catarrh and tried different remedies Bare for the wafers.—Home Science imall, nor too salty and not too fat
j
irithout effect. After using one bottle Magazine.
rhey must be cold, and I want them
Adversity la the only balance to
( iniok."
it your Cream Balm I found relief and I
A few drops of ooal oil added to your
an not praise too highly such a remedy.
Walter—"Yes, sir. Will yon have them | weigh friend».—Plutarch.
<
boiled starch wlU make ironing easier.
? 1th or without pearls, sir?"
Miss Coba Willabd, Albany, Ν. Y.

self-discovery,

of

Couldn't Eat without
DWTM8—

j

public matters?

gold?

Complaint—

;

Does it pay to become an enlightened
citizen, able to see through the sophistries of political claptrap and vote inDoes It pay to change a bar of rough
pigiron into hairsprings for watches,
thus increasing its worth to more than
fifty times the value of its weight in

Severe Linr

Squirrel.

and successful?

telligently

«I ftel 1» my duly to
to
raprcM lay
for Iht bcIH'ut 1
•ve itniMd and »·«
from
nu»
•L. Χ." Alwoo<r« Molicine. Thrre je»r* W>
I wu revcrely Ircnb'.iu
with liver compUint.
It ni ImpoMib!· fcr
me to partake of the
Ihhtwt fond without
iliareei. At l*»t I »u
tdvixd by a friend to
try 'I.. F.' Medicine
uiing two
■ d after
bo::lo«. I wo perferfly
Will. It li«l»ot»pring
incdiciDe wlikh ciunut
be equaled, *ad can
i.ever be t"0 hiehly
praited."—Frrd J. U»nr.'it, V7c»tl armington,
lie.

toil

—

Guy Bayard.
Trotting

■

I will furnish DOOKS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

*V»» Sumner.

L. M. TUFTS,

Fit for the Show

with wonil,
A few do··· of

Builders' Finish !

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Nichols St..

«-kuidrcn At* troubled
tr*ralcU ΙυΓ »oUi<rthinic el·»*.

Dr. True's Elixir

Mouldings s,JL
Water

of
V. K. PARRIS, Paris, Me.

* ill ex|*-l w< nnsif ttkyexist, and prove* valu- ■
all. ν toil.··If Ihefeareno uonui. SJcaUruMUa. ■
ο., vubum. *«.
un. j. r. mi κ λ
J

Mats, Mirrors
in

The mill privilege and stone dam
together with four acres of land formerly occupied by the Knights
m* 1 Is on the Concord River in Woodstock. For further particulars in-

and

and Pictures,

High

For 5ale.

Worms?

Picture Frames

&

on»

Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

quire

application.

Columk, Oxford Democrat, Part·. Mala»

000000

W. H. Winchester, Hearts
indigestion.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Oggrrwpoadeew on to plea of latere·* to the ledu
Uaoficited. Addre··: Mltor Rotuouu·»

No.

Out

odd patterns and clean

out

Does «η Education Pay?
Does it pay an aoorn to become an oak ?
Doe*«it pay to escape being a rich

HOÏBHAKERS1 COLUMN.

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO-DAY
Λ

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
South Paris,

NORWAY, MAINE.

γ

Maine.

Gentlemen :—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
will
please send to the address below The Oxford
you
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

$
χ

Boys Wanted

IN SHOE FACTORY.
Several boys about 16 years of age
who are strong and who wish an
to learn the shoe busi-

opportuuity

positions
smart, capable boys.
Apply at once to
Good

ness.

are

ο;ν·η to

CHASE, MERRITT CO

,

Mechanic Falls, Ale

Eastern Steamship Company.
POBTLAiin AMI» BOSTON LINK.

FARE $l.JO.

steamers of this liuo leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and Imlia
Boston, daily (except Sunday) at

Superb

now

Wharf,
7:00 P. M.

QUAKER RANGE

Additional Sunday Trips.

In effcct June 12th to Sept. lltli inclusive. Prom Portland at 8:00 P. M.
and from Boston at 7:00 P. M.
via the steamers of lliis
All

freight
Company is insured against

fire and

marine risk.

J. F. LISCOMB, Agent, Portlaud, Mo.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Foster's Wharf,
Boston.

Livery stock lor Sale !

horses, two-seated carriages,
buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
carriages (open), 1 nice three seated
etc.
wagon, harness, whips, robes,
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellent opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.

The nickel rails in the

20

(O

top

Home Telephone Call, 103-5.
Andrew· Houto Stable Call, 1QS-13.

T. J.

JUDKIN8,

VeterlnAry

Surceon.

R. F. D. No. 1.
High Street, South
Parjs, Me. Cartis Hill and Paris TeleDivision No. 2. Telephone 24

phone,

SifhSUMt Prompt attention.

QUAKER,MODEL

to

on

remove

as

are

they

easy

are

without bolts.

50 cts.Dew",nd 50 cts.. week..
Variety 8tort, Norway.

put

